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A m o n g these
restless
throngs a b i d e ,
€ tread the
city's streets
again.
-Frank Mason North

Disaster, devastation,
human misery . . .

U:

NLIKE the day Hurricane Andrew hit Florida,
the weather was beautiful as eight
volunteers from the Cumberland
Valley unit of the Mennonite Disaster Service left Chambersburg,
Pa. They were headed for Homestead to help the people rebuild.
What would they find? Could it
possibly be as bad as the media
was saying?
They took their suitcases,
some hand tools, and a power
saw. Everything else they would
need was already at a headquarEvangelical Visitor

and neighbor
helping neighbor
, by Monica Hinchcliffe
ters set up in the Homestead Mennonite Church.
As soon as Hurricane Andrew
wound down, MDS national coordinator Lowell Detweiler and a Region
One official, Paul Brubacker, were at
Homestead assessing the situation.
They found a church for a headquarters building, but it needed to be
"dried-in" to make it usable. "Driedin" is a new phrase born in the aftermath of the Florida disaster. It means
to repair and waterproof a roof prior
to installing shingles.
Shingles have to wait,
as there are just too
many damaged roofs
needing repair.
Martin Sommers
was appointed on-site
coordinator. Volunteers

Opposite page—Two
views of the Homestead
area where the Cumberland Valley MDS unit
worked.
Right—MDS workers
found two working telephones in this new bowling alley, demolished
only months after being
built.
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were organized into different groups,
some to repair the building, some to
bring in supplies, and some to cook
meals. Two trailers full of generators,
power tools, mattresses, and building
supplies left over from Hurricane
Hugo arrived at the site. Arrangements were made with county and
city officials and with the Red Cross.
Paul Frey, chairman of Cumberland Valley unit of MDS, was notified
that he could bring a work crew down

for the week of Sept. 14. They were
scheduled to work 5 days, Monday
through Friday.
Unbelievable damage
Arriving Sunday, the men had time
to look around. They began seeing
some damage in the Miami area, but
it didn't prepare them for the chaos
they saw in the Homestead area. The
men all had seen views of the disaster
on TV, but driving through it was a
shock.

Telephone lines, power lines, and
poles were lying on the ground,
ignored. New poles and wires were
going up, but there was no time to
gather up the old ones. The men were
too busy.
Military personnel were everywhere working on tents, cooking
food, directing traffic, and doing
whatever they could to help the people. Many intersections were still
without traffic lights and most of the

street signs were down. It was difficult to know whether you were traveling in Homestead or whether you
had crossed the line into adjacent
Florida City.
Very few businesses still operated.
Some tents had been set up for stores
and supplies. Frey said, "I didn't see
any grocery stores anywhere." The
military enforced a 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.
curfew to discourage looters. People
stayed in damaged and sometimes

unsafe homes to protect what few
possessions they had left.
Arriving back at the church, the
men learned that of the 35 families
in the congregation, the homes of 5
families were destroyed, and 28
homes had major damage.
Organization is essential
The church had both electricity and
running water because of a portable
generator. Showers were available
and the men had three meals a
day provided for them. Supplies
continually came and went, filling the rooms in the church,
including meat donated and
canned in the Chambersburg area
by the Mennonite Central Committee. Frey said, "I saw some
cases of meat we canned at
Cloverbloom last spring."
Each morning the men, who
slept on mattresses on the floor,
stacked their mattresses, repacked
their suitcases, and cleared their
sleeping area. During the day it
was needed for supplies arriving
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by trucks. By evening, enough supplies had gone out to once again leave
room to spread the mattresses on the
floor.
Breakfast over, the men received a
work order which came from the Red
Cross, and were taken to a house
someone had tried to repair. All
repairs have to be inspected by building code inspectors, so the men set to
work to repair the house and bring it
up to standards. It had some structural damage and, like most houses, a
damaged roof and no electricity.
Work without power tools would
be impossible, but MDS was well
organized. The men had a pickup
truck, complete with generator, power
tools, ladders, and everything else
they would need for that job and for
the other jobs they would complete
before it was time to return home.
Working on a roof is hot work,
especially so under a blazing hot
Florida sun. There were no shade
trees to shield the men, even for a few
minutes, because most trees lay on
the ground, having been uprooted by
the hurricane. It was a labor of Christian love.
The men phoned home during the
week, but even that proved difficult.
The church had no working telephone, but the men found two working telephones in a brand new bowling alley approximately three miles
away. The unusual thing about the
bowling alley was it no longer had a
roof or walls. Only months after
being built, it now consisted of some
rafters, some supporting framework,
floors, and two working telephones.
All too soon the week was over,
and it was time for the Cumberland
Valley unit to turn their mattresses
over to another unit and go home.
Headquarters is preparing a building and gathering money and equipment which will allow many work
teams in the Homestead area at the
same time. Soon there will be room
for many more work crews to help
the Florida people. Donations of
money, equipment, or time can be
made through the MDS representative in your local Brethren in Christ
church.
•
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R

ECENTLY I was asked to speak
on the subject of prayer and
parenting. As I considered
this topic I was drawn to the
it. story of Hannah. It's one of
my favorites in the Old Testament. Her story
is full of rich detail that gives us glimpses
into the heart of this woman. It's all so real.
I feel like I could talk to Hannah about anything and get sound advice. She's someone
who's been there.
So where has she been? She's been in
life in its trouble and she's prayed. She's
been in life in its joy and she's still prayed.
She met God. I think she's quite a hero.
As I've considered Hannah I see a cycle
that I believe repeats itself over
and over in the
lives of

and again. She has to face an adversary, too,
who points out her deficiency time and
again. Peninnah, who has many sons and
daughters, provokes Hannah to tears as she
goes to pray.
Our lives will parallel Hannah's struggle
if we are bold enough to seek God. We will
face emptiness in ourselves. Questions
about our value to God, to ourselves, and to
others will surface. We will feel unproductive at times. We will be disappointed with
our bodies or our abilities or even our ministries. Life will feel empty. And someone
will come along who will point out quite
clearly to us that we are all
we fear we

(pKvcuml
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human beings
who, like Hannah, seek God.
First there is barrenness, then heartfelt
prayer, then birth, and letting go.
Barrenness
In the story Hannah has no children. She
knows an emptiness that devastates her life.
We too, whether we have children or not,
must face the empty places of our lives.
There are disappointments that come to
every life. These are opportunities from God
to seek him from the depths of our being.
Hannah does that very thing. She goes to the
temple, year after year, and she prays. She
has to face the emptiness in herself again

Gwen White recently gave these thoughts as a talk
at the Allegheny Conference prayer retreatfor pastors
and spouses. A member of the Boardfor Media Ministries, Gwen and her husband Rod andfamily live in
Waynesboro, Pa., where they are the senior pastoral
couple of the Fairview Avenue Brethren in Christ
Church.

are.
They will provoke
us and irritate our emptiness. Be
careful not to abandon your barrenness and
run to some kind of diversion so you can
insulate yourself from the pain of it. We
need our pain. Our society is overloaded
with options for those who want escape.
Almost anything can be used. Drugs, sex,
TV, even religion can be used to divert our
attention and numb the pain. To join in Hannah's way, we must wait through the pain
and take the emptiness to God. It's not easy.
In Hannah's case, she had a hard time
receiving the love her husband attempted
to give her time and again as she struggled
with her emptiness. You and I won't face
our emptiness without struggle or without
error either. Try to be gentle with yourself
when barren times come into your life.
There is a loving God who will meet you.
Heartfelt prayer
Hannah begins to pray "in bitterness of
soul" (1 Sam. 1:10). She goes to the depths
of her being in her praying. She offers all
her hopes to God. She will give her son into
the priestly service if she is granted a son to
Evangelical Visitor

give. Her prayer is so full of emotion, the
priest in the temple, Eli, thinks she is drunk!
This woman is passionate. This woman is
serious. This woman goes so far in her
prayer that others are tempted to think she's
lost her senses. She's nuts.
And so it is. When we face our emptiness, we become earnest in prayer. It is a
good step. Too often we hold back. We
don't want other good people (especially other people from our
church!) to

young and becomes a great prophet and
leader of God's people. Hannah had to let
go, even of the good gift she prayed for.
And so we, too, will come to the places
of letting go. This may be the most difficult
step in Hannah's cycle. There is rejoicing in
this step, but it is not easy. Hannah
declares in her
prayer

rM^
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think
we're nuts. But this
heartfelt praying is done in abandonment. It takes all we've got emotionally,
physically, and spiritually. We do lose control.
Birth

Hannah has a son. That's the next step. It
is a time of great celebrating. The hand of
God is evident, the sought-after gift is given.
It is a wonderful time in life when we see
new life born. We will know these moments
of birth when the dream we envisioned
moves closer to reality, or the trouble we
surrendered finds solution. There are many
kinds of births in our lives. The cycle of
life includes much celebrating. We can relish this step in the spiritual cycle. But we
can't make it happen ourselves, as Hannah
could not create Samuel by her own will or
strength. Births are only received.
Letting go

Hannah moves to the place where she
must let go of the son she has so longed for.
She takes Samuel to Eli, the priest, and
gives this marvelous gift back to God. Hannah holds Samuel for a time and then she
leaves him in God's hands to grow in ways
she cannot control. It is this son then who
hears God's own voice when he is very
November 1992
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1 Samuel 2: "My heart
rejoices in the Lord" and adds in verse
9c: "It is not by strength that one prevails."
Strength does not bring us to the place of
letting go. We just aren't that strong. It is
only love for a God who is beyond our
understanding, but not our reaching, that
brings about the completion of the cycle
and the good fruit that Samuel represents.
Hannah is a hero, not in her own strength.
She is not strong, she is surrendered to a
will greater than her own. She comes to this
place of surrender through much struggle
and she knows she could not have come in
her own strength.
We must be people who follow this
example. We prevail, not in our strength. In
fact, it is when our strength is gone and our
prayer leaves us looking more like a lost
drunk than a spiritual giant that the new
births of our lives can be received from
God's hand. We hold these new expressions
of God's love in whatever their forms for a
time and then we must let go of them. If it
were up to our strength alone, we would
surely hold on. It is not. We prevail without
strength. We prevail when our strength is
spent. Then we can receive and can let go of
God's gifts in love.
•

transformed
and discipled
. by Harvey R. Sider

O

ne immediately senses the
excitement of Pastor Stan Norman as he shares the story of God's
marvelous grace in Gary's life. Nearly two and a half years ago, Pastor
Norman and his recent disciple Larry
contacted Gary, but it took an entire
year before Gary, devastated by problems and alcohol, was ready to do
business with God.
Even though throughout this time
Gary took the initiative in calling the
pastor, he was still perplexed. "How
can what Jesus did 2,000 years ago
have any impact on my life today?"
he asked. Yet as Pastor Norman responded to Gary's questions, patiently sharing the simple story of Jesus
and the way to salvation, slowly but
surely Gary came to see that Jesus
Christ could be his personal Savior.
Immediately Gary began to drive
regularly the 20 miles from his home
to the Red Star Brethren in Christ
Church. He was warmly received and
quickly became involved in the life of
the church. His passion for the Word
and his desire to reach out to others
have become a model for evangelism
and obedient discipleship.

D

uring the past biennium the general church leaders and the bishops have given significant time and
energy in planning and projecting a
8

vision for our priorities of evangelism and discipleship. Already many
pastors have developed evangelism
and discipleship as priority goals in
their congregations. Our primary
objective is to assist the church and
individual members in becoming
mature and reproducing Christians,
people who reflect biblical values and
character which will lead us positively into the 21st century.
Some really good things are happening. We are thrilled with stories
of people whose lives are being transformed by the gospel. Obedient, re-

O u r primary
objective is to assist
the church and
individual members
in becoming mature
and reproducing
Christians, people
who reflect biblical
values and character
which will lead us
positively into the
21st century.

producing Christians are bringing
new vitality to the church. We recognize this as God's work, the Holy
Spirit moving among us as we pray
and plan for evangelism and nurture.
In the first year following the 1992
General Conference, the general
church leaders and bishops worked
together to develop a five-year strategy to focus our goals and priorities.
Each year is designed to emphasize a
particular facet of our vision with
built-in flexibility to accommodate
changing needs and the results of our
progress. Here is a "bird's-eye view"
of the first three years.
Year One

During the fall of 1991 and the
spring of 1992 each congregation was
encouraged to develop its own, selftailored plan for growth. To facilitate
the refocusing of our goals, 26 seminars were conducted across Canada
and the United States, involving nearly 700 church leaders. The results of
these efforts are reflected in the following statistics:
Prior to 1991, 12 congregations
had growth goal plans.
As of July 1992, 172 congregations had growth goal plans.
This means that 78 percent of our
congregations are strategizing specifEvangelical Visitor

ically to reach new people for Christ
and nurture them in the faith. As congregations move into the next phase,
which is the implementation of outreach and discipleship focus, the projection is for an average of more than
10 percent increase in growth for the
next three years. Even achieving half
this goal would be far in excess of
the 2.8 percent annual average of the
past decade (p. 35, General Conference Minutes 1992). Projected goals
would bring our membership from
20,577 in 1991 to 25,126 in 1994.
Year Two

Each bishop has developed priority plans for the 1992-1993 year.
These include:
Allegheny—A "working visit" is
planned with each church board to
update goals and objectives, and the
possibility of the bishop teaching an
adult Sunday school class with a
focus on evangelism during congregational contacts.
Atlantic—A team of three meets

with the bishop to analyze each plan
submitted. This will be followed by a
meeting with each pastor to offer a
seminar where specific needs are
identified.
Canadian—The bishop will meet
with each pastor reviewing seven
questions about strategies for a wellbalanced congregational ministry. A
meeting in February 1992 will draw
all pastors together for an update on
progress and goals.
Central and Midwest—Eleven
three and one-half hour evening seminars for three to five congregations
based on location will provide an
opportunity for "story-telling" of
progress, prayer, group interaction
and dealing with barriers and assimilation of models.
Pacific and Southeast—The bishop will meet with each pastor, discussing projected goals of evangelism
and discipleship. Assistance will then
be provided, where needed, to help a
congregation move forward.
Susquehanna—The bishop plans
to meet with new pastors to orient

them to the priorities and goal setting
process. They will then submit a fiveyear plan. Emphasis will be placed
on the two priorities as the bishop
meets with church boards and congregations.
Year three

In an October 1 meeting the church
leaders and bishops began focusing
on year three of our five-year goal
projections. These plans include: continued monitoring of our progress on
priorities and making the appropriate
adjustments; mentoring congregations needing assistance; disseminating good working models to our
churches, and renewing the emphasis on church planting.
As church leadership strives to
serve the denomination, we earnestly
covet your prayer support so that
many more "Garys" may be transformed and each local congregation
be revitalized for the praise and glory
of God.
•

Tools for evangelism and discipleship:

THE SECRET OF THE HARVEST
and the

LIFE W I T H G O D

scries

Secret of the Harvest provides
a plan for evangelism and
discipleship which uses
the gifts of every member
of the congregation.
Life With God: Basics for New
Christians and Life With God:
Love in Action are Bible studies
for new believers, especially
designed for individualized study.
Life With God: Being the Church
is a membership study designed
primarily for class use.
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Available at all Christian Light Bookstores, or order from
Evangel Publishing House, (800) 253-9315

Havel
got a
deal
for
you!
by Kenneth L. Gibble

What would you do if you received
in the mail a letter which read as follows?
"Since our previous notices remain
unanswered, we must assume you do
not want the opportunity to claim a
1991 Jeep Cherokee and $7,500 in
cash."
The letter would go on to describe
how you can "claim" your prize,
beginning with a phone call to the
number listed.
When the letter came to our house,
my first inclination was to throw it
away. Like most households, ours
receives all kinds of offers for free
prizes in the mail. I've become a fullfledged skeptic. Right away, I look
for the "catch."
But this letter was different. I read
the entire contents, even the small
print, and I couldn't for the life of me
find a catch. My wife Ann and I discussed it and she made the phone call.

Kenneth Gibble is a Church of the Brethren free-lance writer living in Arlington, Va.
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She didn't learn much, but agreed
when asked if we wanted to be sent
more information. Within a few days
she got a phone call asking her when
she wanted to set up an appointment
for a sales presentation. No mention
about any prizes. Ann declined the
invitation. A few days later we got
another phone call: why hadn't we
kept our appointment, the caller wanted to know. He was disappointed,
even a little indignant. So we made it
clear that we hadn't agreed to an
appointment. What's more, we
weren't interested in anything they
were selling. Period. Case closed.
Well, almost closed anyway. I've
reopened the case to write about it,
not because I felt a need to confess
that we were gullible or naive or
greedy (all of which I suppose we
were), but to illustrate how easy it is
to succumb to the tempting fantasy
of getting something for nothing. A
few experiences like this have made
me a bit wiser, but every time I hear
the old come-on, "Have I got a deal
for you!" I perk up my ears again,

and wonder if maybe this time I'll hit
the jackpot.
Why? Does it all go back to childhood when the grown-ups dazzled us
with stories about Santa Claus and
the tooth fairy? Have we never completely given up the childish notion
that a wave of the magic wand will
fulfill our dreams?
Maybe it's that simple; the con
artists who play us for suckers are
singing the tune, "Somewhere over
the Rainbow." They are retelling the
wonderful tales of Jack and the
Beanstalk, of Cinderella who marries
the prince, of the pot of gold at the
end of the rainbow. Our susceptibility to the notion of getting something
for nothing may be nothing more, or
less, than a childish longing for a
magical time and place, a never-never
land where all our fondest dreams
come true.
Are people dumber now than they
used to be? Are they greedier? Government sources estimate that telephone con artists relieve Americans
of some $10 billion every year. Is the
Evangelical Visitor

prospect of getting something for
nothing a modern phenomenon?
No, not really. And the problem
goes deeper than simply childish behavior. It's a problem rooted in the
human condition from earliest times.
It's as old as King Midas, who asked
the gods to give him the power to turn
whatever he touched into gold.
Unfortunately for him, he got what
he prayed for.
The story of King Midas seems
largely ignored today. People's longing to gain great wealth as painlessly
as possible has given rise to the overwhelmingly popular lotteries now
operating in many states.
Back when the lottery was introduced into the state where I live, a
courageous editorial in our local
paper oozed sarcasm: "The seedy,
deceitful, soak-the-poor lottery is here
to stay, and if it makes the poor a bit
poorer, well, why do you suppose
God made so many poor people?"
And the editorial concluded: "[The
lottery] is a tax on poor people, and
it's a lousy way to raise revenue."*
Editors don't often use the word
"sin"; that word is usually reserved
for the pulpit. But "sin" is exactly
what the editorial was all about.
There is something basically amiss
when a society is so cynical that it
raises revenues by playing on the
longings of people who feel deprived.
The advertising campaigns that
accompany the state lotteries are usually clever, catchy. Like all advertising, they dangle a vision of "the good
life" in front of people. And "the
good life" is defined these days mostly by what one owns.
Here's where wants and needs get
confused. It's only a short step from
saying, "I want this" to "I need this."
Try to recall the last major purchase
you made. Didn't you start out by
telling yourself you wanted the new
car, the camcorder, the VCR? But
how quickly you convinced yourself
that you needed it. Needed it for
what? To survive? To lead a worthwhile life? Or maybe just to feel
good?
Food and clothing merchants are
The Arlington Journal, July 13, 1989.
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constantly marketing their wares,
telling us that this restaurant or that
supermarket is a place we simply
must visit. And clothing? It's hard for
me to believe there are enough people
in the country to buy all the clothing
from all the clothing stores and all
the mail order clothing houses.
Centuries ago, someone who knew
how to look deeply into the human
heart said: "Consider the lilies of the
field. Look at the birds. God takes
care of them." Well, yes, you say, but
I'm not a lily and I'm not a bird. I've
got to look out for myself. I can't just
sit around praying all day.
True. But that's not really what
Jesus was saying. He was addressing
the preoccupation with material
things that people in his day and people in our day suffer from. It is wrong,
he said, to get wrapped up in such
things. As he put it, "Your heart will
always be where your treasure is."
Now, one way of hearing the
words of Jesus is to feel guilty. Those
readers who buy lottery tickets or
who enjoy entering every sweepstakes game that comes in the mail
may feel like a guilt trip is being laid
on them at this point. I must admit
that when it comes to the somethingfor-nothing attitude that is so much
in evidence these days, I believe some
guilt is in order. On those occasions
when I've been tempted to try my
luck on getting something for nothing, I do feel some embarrassment
and some guilt as well. The only trouble with guilt is that, by itself, it
doesn't do anyone any good.
Better than just feeling guilty is
consideration of an important question. And the question is this: "On
what is my heart, my life, centered?"
That's not always an easy question to
answer. I may have to look at how I
spend my time and money in order
to answer it. I may have to ask myself
what I worry most about, what gives
me the most rewards.
After the experience at our house
with the letter that promised the Jeep
Cherokee or the cash, I got to thinking. Why was I so susceptible to that
come-on, I wondered. Do I really
need a Jeep Cherokee or is it just
something it would be nice to have?

Those questions helped me get in
touch with an even more basic question: What is really important to me?
When I answered that question honestly, I discovered that my family, my
friends, my faith, and my work were
the things I valued most. And none of
them had much to do with money or
the things money can buy.
"Where is my heart, where is my
life, centered?" Your honest answer to
that question may help you realize
that you will have to do some recentering. Talk to people whose lives do
seem to be centered on what is worthy. Read, think, pray. Strive to have
your heart centered on treasures that
count—on truth and beauty and love,
on the welfare of your family and
community.
"Have I got a deal for you!" Be on
your guard when you hear that comeon. Watch out for those who hold out
the possibility of something for nothing. After all, if it sounds too good to
be true, it probably is too good to be
true.
•

"... You are my hope,
0 Lord God." Ps. 71:5 (NKJ)
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Teach your kids
to be more
responsible

by Bill Denney

12

"Dad, Dad, you've gotta come,"
pleaded my ten-year-old son.
"Don't bother me. Can't you see
I'm trying to say good-bye to Mom?"
My four sons, along with my
brother-in-law and his three children,
had met at the airport to see our wives
off to a Christian music conference.
The two women were about to board
the plane when my son arrived
breathlessly on the scene.
"But Dad, it's important! You have
to come and see what David and I
did," he insisted.
The airport was undergoing a
major renovation, so as Bruce and I
walked down the makeshift plywood
corridor with its small windows, he

tearfully explained. "David and I
were taking turns jumping up to see
who could touch the highest spot on
the window. I hit it too hard and it
broke."
After checking to see that he was
not injured, I lost my cool. "For pete
sake," I yelled, "we're here to see
Mom off on her trip, and you guys
are running through the airport breaking windows. Now get back with the
rest of us where you belong, and
when we get home I'm going to give
you a spanking."
The car was unusually quiet as we
drove home, and as my anger began
to cool, I had time to think. Why had
I gotten so angry? Why had I told
Bruce that I was going to spank him?
What would spanking teach him in
this situation? How could I redo the
whole situation in such a way that my
son would learn something? What
could I do with all my anger at him?
At the house, Bruce went up to his
room and shut the door. I went to my
room to think and pray a bit more. I
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emerged shortly and headed up to
Bruce's room.
"Bruce," I said, sitting down on
the edge of his bed, "I'm sorry I got
so angry at you. I was out of line and
I'm sorry. Will you forgive me?"
"Sure Dad," he quickly replied.
"Are you still going to spank me?"
"No, I was wrong there, too. You
see, it was an accident. Breaking the
window was wrong but it was not
intentionally disobedient. You know,"
I continued, "if I had broken the window, no one would have yelled at me,
and no one would spank me. I would
just have to pay for the damage I had
done. That is how it is in the world.
When you break or destroy someone
else's property, you have to be responsible and pay for it. I have decided that is what you can do. When we
go back in a few days to get Mom, we
will stop at the security guard's station, and you can tell him what you
did and offer to pay for the window."
I was amazed to watch his expression as I talked. It all made sense to
him. Of course, he was delighted to
learn that the spanking would not be
forthcoming, but it was more satisfying to him to have me take a rational
approach in his discipline. He was
more than happy to go along with my
plan.
I even teased him a little by telling
him that after we discovered how
much the window cost, he could
break all of them that he wanted to
pay for. "That's OK, Dad," he quickly responded, "one will be enough for
this time."
Teaching children responsibility at
an early age is not the easiest job in
the world, but it certainly is easier
than trying to teach them when they
are older. Not only is the teaching job
more difficult, but the consequences
the individual suffers for lack of
responsibility get increasingly more
severe as he or she gets older. The
consequences that a three-year-old
experiences when he does not pick
up a toy when asked is certainly much
less than the consequences suffered
by a sixteen-year-old girl who finds
herself pregnant due to wrong and
irresponsible sexual behavior.
Children can learn to be accountNovember 1992

able and trustworthy. If we produce
little robots who are merely conforming to parents' demands, we are not
teaching our children to assume personal responsibility for their actions
and choices. Children can learn to
obey because they want to, and
because they have discovered that it
pays to obey and costs to disobey.
Here are some ideas you might
find useful.
1. Set guidelines and limits.
Let your children know exactly
where the boundaries are, when curfew is, what is meant by "pick up
your room" and what is acceptable
behavior with the cat.
Often as parents we don't give
very clear guidelines, and then we get
upset when the children don't read
our minds and fall into line. That produces great frustration for both the
parent and the child. Involve the children in the process of determining the
rules that they are to live by. They
will be more apt to go along with
them because they own them.
2. Establish a consequence for
violating the rule.
One of the biggest mistakes parents make is that they often give
rules, but they don't, at the same time,
give the consequence for any infraction of the rules. That leaves the child
with a great dilemma. The child
doesn't know exactly what will happen if he or she breaks the rules,
therefore the child can't make a clear
choice to "obey" or "pay."
This is the way God deals with us
as his children. He does not force us
to obey him, but he does tell us that if
we do, we will experience his blessings; and if we don't, we will suffer
the consequences.
Make the consequence fit the
behavior as much as possible. When
Bruce broke the window, the consequence was to pay for the window. If
your son's irresponsible behavior
involves the car, some loss of car
privileges for a specified time would
be appropriate. Yelling at the kid and
telling him what a jerk he is will only
provoke him to anger, and the cycle
of disobedience builds.

3. Model responsible behavior.
When you are stopped by the
police for speeding, don't try to con
the officer by giving him all the
excuses for your irresponsible behavior. Let your children see that you pay
for your wrong choices, just as they
do.
4. Give choices to the children.
Let your children know that they
have a choice to either obey and
experience the joy in that behavior,
or disobey and suffer the consequences. Both choices are open to
them.
As a parent, you probably will
have a difficult time forcing your children to stay inside the boundaries.
That will run you ragged. Rather,
spend your energy setting up the family rules, establishing the consequences and then carrying out the
consequences. You can do that. If you
do, you will have a much greater
sense of being in control of the children. Your own anger and frustration,
and theirs, will also be less.
5. Do not protect the child from the
consequences.
Let the kid experience the full
effect of the preestablished consequences. If you shield him or her
from the consequences, you might as
well not have any. Then both you and
the child lose.
6. Give the child freedom to blow
it.
Can you give your child the freedom to fail? Ouch! That hurts, doesn't
it? Let him or her fail and pay the
price. Start early on simple things.
Then, with the Lord's help, you will
experience the joy of having an older
child who learned in the early years
the lessons of assuming personal
responsibility for behavior—lessons
that can last a lifetime.

Bill Denney is a marriage and family
counselor in Reno, Nevada. He and his wife,
Theda, have four sons. This article was supplied by David C. Cook Publishing Co., Elgin
IL 60120.
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How's your
missions
G.P.A.?

angel sought to come to Daniel, but
the Prince of the Persian kingdom
withstood him. But in response to
Daniel's persistent prayer, help was
sent. Satan will not easily give up his
strongholds among the Yao in Malawi
or the secularized masses in Europe
without a fight. And we have the ultimate weapon—prayer. Are we using
it?
Giving

by Leslie Book

At the end of semester students are
always interested in seeing who made
the dean's list. Your grade point average is one way to gauge your academic progress—or lack thereof.
There are several ways to graduate
from college—summa cum laude,
magna cum laude, cum laude, and for
some—thank the Laude! We Christians also need to take time to evaluate our progress. In light of Christ's
Commission, how are you doing?
Have you taken time to gauge your
missions G.P.A.?
Fortunately in God's kingdom,
unlike college, we are not measured
by what we don't have, but by how
we invest, develop, and use the gifts
that have been given to us.
Our mission G.P.A. consists of
G-giving; P-Prayer; and A-attitude.

which reminds us, "You are now
entering the mission field." The Great
Commission in Matthew 28 does not
encourage us to go into our churches
and protect ourselves from the world,
but rather it compels us to go into the
world with the purpose of making
disciples of Jesus. If one sees the people in the world as the enemy, all
effort will be made to protect ourselves from those people. It is not the
people in the world who are our enemies, but the prince of the world of
darkness who is. Our job is to lead
people from the world into the kingdom of Christ, not to build walls to
exclude them and protect ourselves.
We will never have a heart for missions if we do not see the people we
meet as people for whom Christ died.

Attitude

Timothy Warner, professor in the
School of World Missions and Evangelism at Trinity, says in his book
Spiritual Warfare (Crossway Books,
1991, p. 140), "Sometimes we hear
people say, 'I can't preach, I can't
teach, I can't sing; about all I can do
is pray.' That is like a soldier saying,
'I don't have a machine gun or a
bazooka or a cannon; all I have is an
intercontinental ballistic missile.'"
Prayer is not mere rubber stamping
of our own ideas and opinions; it
must be more. It is the battleground. It
is the place of joining our hearts with
that of the living God to bind Satan's
strongholds and loosen God to do his
glorious will on earth.
In Daniel 10 we see the power of
prevailing prayer. For three weeks the

Since our attitude toward missions
will affect our prayer and our giving,
we'll start with that. Vance Havner
says in his little book Salt 'N Pepper
(Fleming Revel, 1966, p. 21) that "the
Christian life is a matter of coming
and going. Come to me (Matt. 11:28)
. . . and "Go into all the world" (Mark
16:15). Our concern for humanity
will motivate us beyond the confines
of self-built or culturally-built walls,
propelling us into the world.
At the Brethren in Christ missions
office in Mt. Joy as one leaves the
building, there is a computer printout
Leslie and Curtis Book are on furlough
from their service with the Brethren in Christ
Church in Nicaragua.
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Praying

Henri Nouwen said in a recent
seminar, "If you are rich in Christ,
you'll know what to do with your
money." I like that. I'd add that when
you are richly dwelling in Christ,
you'll know how to invest your
money, time and life in the eternal
things.
As we have spoken in various
churches this furlough, many young
couples and some older ones have
spoken with us, having been challenged to consider a call to missions.
I always encourage them, knowing
the need. But then, knowing the
financial restraints on Brethren in
Christ World Missions, I think, can
they be sent? I have been told that the
only time Brethren in Christ World
Missions can send new missionaries
is when the old ones retire. I think for
too long we as a church have allowed
our budget to limit and define the
boundaries of our vision. It is high
time that we expand our boundaries
and budgets to begin to encompass
the Great Vision of God.
My sister is a member of the Seventh Day Adventist denomination.
She recently told me that the SDAs
strongly encourage their members to
give 23 percent of their income to the
church so that there is ample for local
church needs and missions. I believe
there are many of us who could easily afford to do so. Can we afford not
to?
Ezra Nehemiah Williams spoke to
us at "Bridge to the City" and also at
General Conference early in July. His
church in Harlem, New York City,
has grown from 30-ish to 1,100. They
own a city block, an old high school
they are renovating. From this location, several ministries are operating:
de-tox, pregnancy center, counseling,
etc. The church began to grow when
Evangelical Visitor

they began to respond to the need
around them. And not only to the seen
need nearby, but the need farther
away. This church, even in the midst
of purchasing and renovating a vandalized high school, even while ministering to the needy in Harlem, gave
and gives $200,000 a year to missions. If it doesn't sound so remarkable, think again. We're talking about
Harlem—it isn't any middle-class

suburbia of the Great American
Dream. Sixty percent of the congregation is made up of single black
mothers.
One church giving $200,000 to
missions! With a handful of churches
like that Brethren in Christ World
Missions would have no trouble
meeting its budget. With one conference of churches like that we could
double our budget. What would hap-

pen if all of us gave and acted according to the vision of Matthew 28
instead of according to the budget?
So what is your mission G.P.A.?
Test yourself:
Do I see people as those for whom
Christ died? Am I on the batdefront in
prayer? Is the way I use my money,
time, and life making a difference for
eternity?
•

Ah,
Sovereign
Lord..."

a

by John and Kathy Brubaker
"Ah, Sovereign Lord, you have
made the heavens and the earth by
your great power and outstretched
arm. Nothing is too hard for you."
(Jer. 32:17) So said the prophet
Jeremiah over 2,500 years ago as he
marveled at the future promises of
God. The events in Thailand these
last few months brought me to reexamine the context of Jeremiah's
seemingly desperate situation at the
time he made this profound confession of faith.
In spite of the impending, inescapable destruction of Jerusalem, in obedience to God, Jeremiah purchased a
plot of land, an investment in the
future of Judah. Perhaps a bit like
investing in Thailand's stock market
now even though things don't look
very promising (it lost 10 percent of
its value in three hours this week).
We've learned a bit more about the
cost of investing in Thailand over the
past few weeks. Having grown up in
America I'm noticing that we tend to
take a lot of privileges for granted.
The Brubakers are in Bangkok, Thailand,
under the auspices of International Placement
Service.
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Kathy Brubaker and some of her Thai friends.
We're just not used to things like curfews, news blackouts, no gas or food
for sale and even limits on what we
can and cannot say.
Our hearts have gone out to our
Thai friends and neighbors who have
seen their country nearly torn apart.
The simmering tensions created by a
newly drafted, unpopular constitution
and leaders not acceptable to a broad
spectrum of the Thai people finally
resulted in non-violent demonstrations by a large cross section of Thais
in Bangkok and 15 other provinces
across the country.
The forceful response of these public expressions of displeasure produced a very tense period of anxiety
for many of the people we know here.
Some felt that the situation nearly
produced a civil war as rival factions
formed and moved toward confrontation.
In the end the King of Thailand,
by publicly rebuking those involved

in the killing and maiming of unarmed people, restored order to a very
chaotic situation—the second time
this has happened in less than 20
years. While there's still quite a bit
of tension and a number of issues to
be settled, at least the guns have been
put away for now.
A good investment? So how do we
feel about investing in Thailand now?
We couldn't think of a better time to
do it! Sure there's a bit of risk, but the
return on the investment is better than
any bank can give you.
By August we had invested nearly
five years of our lives in Bangkok.
Even though we've struggled with
some of our experiences in that time,
we've seen God stretch our faith and
build our trust in him. We've also
seen God work in the lives of those
around us. Will God continue to use
this investment? We affirm Jeremiah's confession of faith: "Nothing is
too hard for you."
•
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Zambia

God continues to work at Sikalongo
by Fannie Longenecker

I taught at Sikalongo Bible Institute, Zambia, from 1969 to 1984 and
in 1988 and 1989. Then God graciously allowed me to serve one more
time—from April 1991 to April 1992.
What a privilege!
An early blessing in 1991 was the
pastors, lay leaders, and deacons and
wives' retreat at Sikalongo with
opportunity to meet, to talk, and to
pray with some of those whom I had
taught.
Soon Rev. Ross Mudenda, a graduate and at the time pastor of Sikalongo Church, asked for an appointment. He was troubled by a spirit
(demon) but he thought it was oppressing him, not possessing him.
Also the house he and his family
lived in was inhabited by a spirit(s).
There were noises at night and his
children lived in fear. Rats in the ceiling? No, he knew the sound of rats.
Since I do not handle these things
alone, I asked who could help us pray.
Mudenda named several men, all connected with Sikalongo Bible Institute.
For three evenings these men, Lois
Jean Sider, and I prayed at our house.
What praying! Thank God for men
who can pray as these do. After the
first evening I contacted Mrs. Mudenda and she confirmed what her husband had told me. After the second
evening Muula Syatambika, an older
student and a man of God, and I went
to the pastor's home to talk with him
and his wife together. As we talked
the picture became clear to Syatambika who is well experienced in these
matters. We reported back to the
prayer warriors and we prayed again.
The date was set for going to the pastor's house. We searched our hearts
because, whether it is demon oppression or possession we are dealing
with, our hearts must be clean.
On Monday evening we met at our
house and then went to the pastor's
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house. They were expecting us. We
prayed and then, in the name of Jesus
and by the power of his blood, we
commanded the spirit oppressing our
pastor to leave him. As we stood our
ground in the name of Jesus, it left.
Praise God! We prayed again and in
the same way commanded the spirits
in the house to leave it and not return.
The next day, with a smile, Rev.
Mudenda reported that the family had
a good night. They all slept well.
After a few days he reported that the
children were no longer afraid to be
alone in the house or to enter it when
there was no one in it. They and we
praised and thanked God for His
deliverance. For some weeks we continued to meet at the pastor's house to
praise God and to pray for revival.
Near the end of 1991 an evangelism committee was formed by the
church board. The chairman is Mr.
Fines Mayoba, teacher at Sikalongo
Bible Institute. After that, Friday
evenings became a regular time to
meet in the Bible Institute assembly
room for prayer for evangelism. It
was refreshing to hear our Zambian

As we entered 1992
we continued meeting for prayer for
evangelism and
revival. Two more
evenings were
added to pray for
rain. These became
times for additional
prayer for evangelism and revival.

brothers sing and voice their worship
to God and pray for the salvation of
people around us.
In December Rev. Mudenda and
his family were transferred to Maamba Mine to pastor the Brethren in
Christ Church there. Our new pastor
was one of my "sons" who calls me
"mom." He had successfully planted
and pastored a church in Kitwe on the
Copperbelt. He, Rev. George Hansumo, fit right into the situation at
Sikalongo and became a great blessing and inspiration to many of us.
As we entered 1992 we continued
meeting for prayer for evangelism
and revival. Two more evenings were
added to pray for rain. These became
times for additional prayer for evangelism and revival. As the maize
leaves continued curling and then
turned yellow, we continued praying
for water in the streams and dam. The
last week of March God graciously
sent rain. Water ran in the rivers and
streams and the dam partially filled.
What rejoicing! God answered our
prayer; he gave us water.
I taught at the Bible Institute and
visited some of the people to encourage them, trying to help them to give
themselves fully to the Lord. Bina
Anna, widow of the late Arthur Kutywayo, prayed for forgiveness and
rejoiced in Jesus. Through the ministry of Syatambika and teacher Ginwell Yooma, Bina Anna's daughter
Audrey had repented when she was
very ill in the hospital and the Lord
raised her up. She and her mother
began faithfully attending Sunday
services. Pray that they will be
strengthened in their inner being and
will continue meeting with God's
people.
Shortly before leaving Sikalongo
in April, I met on the path a local
graduate of the Bible Institute who
was not walking with the Lord. He
Evangelical Visitor

agreed to my request and came to
talk. I asked, "Have you ever at any
time had the assurance in your heart
that all of your sins are forgiven?" He
could not say that he had. I said, "You
need to confess out all of your sins
and give yourself completely to the
Lord for always." With additional
words I admonished him and then
said, "You need a man to talk with. In
whom do you have confidence?" He
named our teacher, Fines Mayoba. I
was thrilled! To me, that meant that
the community has confidence in Mr.
Mayoba. But he was away at a meeting of the Evangelical Fellowship of
Zambia and the following week
would be in an evangelistic meeting.
I thought, "That is too long." I asked,
"Is there anyone else?" and he named
our principal, Dennis Mweetwa.
Again I was thrilled! After I had
made arrangements for the third time
they got together. The day before I
left Sikalongo, Mr. Mweetwa reported that they had a good time together
the previous evening. Pray for this

graduate. Recently he has been very
ill in the hospital.
April 26, 1992, my last Sunday at
Sikalongo, was a good day. I visited
Pierce and Pauline Muleya. In
response to my question, Pierce also
acknowledged that he had never
experienced the assurance that all of
his sins were forgiven. After further
conversation I asked with whom he
would talk. He named Rev. Jonathan
Mwaalu who now lives at Sikalongo.
That was good. But I remembered
that Pierce had serious problems with
spirits a few years ago. So I asked,
"Are you still troubled by spirits?" I
think he was about to pass it off but
his wife, just beyond him, was nodding her head yes. I then named men
whom I felt were good in dealing
with such problems: Mayoba,
Syatambika, and Yooma. Pierce
asked for Mr. Mayoba. Once again I
was thrilled! His wife chose to talk
with Miss Innah Munsanje, our deaconess and a very fine woman who
carries a burden for the church. I have

not yet heard the outcome of these
contacts, but I pray.
Later the same evening I went to
Syatambika's house for a "last supper" with him and his wife. Syatambika was a very happy man because
that afternoon he had led a Seventh
Day Adventist preacher to Jesus. The
preacher was so happy that he went
and told his friends about what had
happened to him. I get excited when I
hear such things and I rejoice and
praise God for what he is doing.
Perhaps it was in March 1992 that
I began to experience a greater sense
of fulfillment and release. With men
and women of this quality in leadership, people whom the community
trust, I am thrilled! I praise God for
the way he is working at Sikalongo.
Pray with me that these leaders and
their wives will be kept faithful to
God and to his Word; that they will
take time to worship him and to pray;
and that great things will continue to
be accomplished in the name of Jesus.
Praise the name of Jesus!
•

od at work in our world
Food: physical...
and spiritual
Jake Shenk—Mtshabezi Mission, Zimbabwe
With the drought relief funds which
have been sent so far, I have purchased
107 tons of mealie meal. It is being distributed to the people through the deacons and pastors, many of whom have
given me written reports including the
names and amounts given to different
people. I did keep some here, which I am
giving to extremely needy cases.
You must hear the words of thanks
personally to appreciate them fully. You
should also see the letters of thanks which
I am receiving. This week one woman at
Gwakwe stood up and said that she probably would not have survived without the
mealie meal. She looked very poor.
I discovered that one family of about
10 was surviving by coming to the school
garbage tins and taking away discards. I
am now helping them with mealie meal.
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The situation is worsening. Cattle are
dying by the thousands. In addition the
inflation rate is officially at 45 percent!
This week mealie meal went up by 50
percent, bread by 65 percent. People who
were struggling to get mealie meal by
buying it will struggle even more. Some
people are beginning to despair. Also,
you can imagine what this is doing to the
budgets of our schools and hospitals.
Gale Sewell—Phumula Mission Hospital, Zimbabwe
We are seeing a lot of malaria at the
hospital now. Yet the most devastating
problem is malnutrition. Many children
come whose weight for their age is less
than the lowest 5 percent of the normal
population. We see many more below the
5 percent line than above. With children
being so special to me, it is hard to see
such widespread malnutrition. A group
called "Save the Children" is helping set
up feeding points throughout the whole
country. At a designated feeding point in
a village, all the children under five years
of age are fed one balanced meal each

day to supplement what they get at home.
The weight of the children is also
checked at this time.
Please pray with me for rain, so people
can plant their crops and have food to
eat.
Joyce Oldham—Wanezi Mission Hospital, Zimbabwe
Most of you know we are in a drought
situation here. Many people around us
are suffering. The government is setting
up a feeding scheme for children ages 15 years. To screen children to see if they
qualify to be included in the scheme, we
must measure the child's mid-upper arm;
if the circumference is less than 13.5 centimeters, they are in. There must be 10
such children in a particular area to call
for a feeding point. In our first screening, we measured 296 children and found
21 that fit the scheme. Eleven came from
one particular area, so we set up a point
there. The others who qualified were scattered, so we have them come here to the
hospital for feeding or to receive such
continued on page 19
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food supplies as mealie meal, powdered
milk, cooking oil, sugar, peanuts and
kapenta (dried sardines). MCC gave us
Z$2,200 for malnourished children, so
we use these funds to buy the supplies.
Each month we will need to repeat the
screening, and I am sure we will find
more and more children who are in need.
Pray with me that we on the staff here
at the clinic will take the opportunity to
witness and show compassion to those
who are suffering.
Dennis Barlow—Mtshabezi
Hospital, Zimbabwe

Mission

The drought has been difficult for the
people here. We are thankful that
widespread starvation has been avoided
so far in our area. But some of the more
vulnerable people are showing signs of
malnutrition. The elderly, the handicapped, children of single mothers, children in broken families, even younger
children in large families, are the ones
most likely to be significantly malnourished. In July I admitted a three-year-old
girl who weighed about 13 pounds.
Because of her family situation she was
neglected, and in this time of food shortages she suffered greatly. We have been
able to distribute some food, obtained
either from the government or from private donations, from the hospital for

those who are most needy. Other agencies are also setting up feeding programs
throughout the country. Please continue
to pray for the people, for relief efforts,
and for good rains this coming season.
Dean Parry—Macha Hospital, Zambia
Many people have asked about the
drought situation here in Zambia and its
impact on our work and on the people.
Most of the people (about 85 percent) in
this area are farmers who depend on the
yearly harvest of maize for their food and
also for any income they hope to have.
The drought is resulting in serious hardship for many families who do not and
will not have enough to eat until the next
harvest season (May 1993). This means
that most of the 60,000-80,000 people
who live in our area are affected.
Dealing with the logistics of such a
problem is difficult. People do not have
money to buy food. Transportation of
food into the area is hindered by poor
roads and lack of vehicles. Determining a
fair and equitable way of distributing
relief food supplies is also a dilemma.
The hospital has been asked by the
government to take the lead in organizing
and coordinating food distribution.
According to the government program,
those who are able to work should work
on community projects as a kind of pay-

ment system for the food. Those who are
not able to work should be provided with
free food. Organizations such as World
Food Program, Mennonite Central Committee, and the Brethren in Christ Board
for Brotherhood Concerns are providing
the food and/or funds. The hospital is
responsible to determine real needs of
those affected by the drought, monitor
the supply of food, report on shortages,
organize local distribution.
We would like to use this effort as an
opportunity to provide education on preventive health care and also show people
the love of God through the help we give.
There are currently more than 3,000 families represented in the food program, and
we expect to extend it to many more
before the next harvest season. The
drought situation has given us exciting
opportunities to see God work and to present the gospel to people who otherwise
may not have had the opportunity to hear
or the willingness to listen.
It is our prayer that God will use this
situation to further his work in this place
and that we will not only relieve people's
physical suffering but that we will show
them how to find a place with him in eternity. Please pray with us that people's
needs will be met and that many will recognize and acknowledge Christ's love at
work.

Brotherhood in action!
The Walkersville (Md.) Brethren in
Christ Church is benefitting from a recent
gesture of real brotherhood by the Iron
Springs (Pa.) congregation.
A church planting ministry in the
Allegheny Conference, the Walkersville
congregation is now meeting in a small
first-phase church building and is paying a
substantial amount of its budget in mortgage payments.
The Iron Springs church had a savings
certificate come to maturity. Since Iron
Springs has no immediate plans for capital expenditure, Pastor Maurice Bender
and the church offered to loan the money
interest-free to Walkersville to be applied
to mortgage principal. The result will be a
significant savings in interest paid by
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Walkersville. At such time that Iron
Springs needs the money returned, Walkersville will repay the interest-free loan
with much appreciation for this fine example of brotherhood in action!
The Iron Springs church is a small rural
church that in this gesture of brotherhood
displayed large desire to help another
church with present need hasten the day
when a more adequate facility can be provided.
Could larger churches with greater
resources similarly help other church
planting ministries acquire adequate facilities more quickly ? This surely would be
one way to see more brotherhood in
action!—Richard Long, pastor, Walkersville Brethren in Christ Church
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Allegheny Conference
On Sept. 23 Ray and Darlyss Kipe spoke to
the Air Hill congregation, Chambersburg, Pa.,
about their years at Choma Secondary School,
Zambia. • The Antrim congregation, Chambersburg, recently sent a new Massey Ferguson
tractor to the mission station at Mtshabezi, Zimbabwe. • Toni Anderson sang at the Oct. 10-11
music and outreach services of the Chambersburg church. • The junior high group of the
Fairview Ave. congregation, Waynesboro, Pa.,
had a retreat Oct. 9-10 at Rhodes Grove Camp.
In September the congregation did a survey of
232 neighborhood homes. • The fifth and sixth
graders of the Five Forks congregation, Waynesboro, collected 320 feet of quarters ($1,053.25)
for the Giles family in Venezuela.
The youth of the Hollowell church, Waynesboro, sponsored a yard/bake sale on Sept. 26.
The Wingert Family Singers were in concert
Sept. 27. • The membership class of the Iron
Springs church, Fairfield, Pa., went on a Sept. 19
trip to the Brethren in Christ Archives in
Grantham. • On Sept. 12 Lois and Gerald
Weaver sponsored a bus tour for the Martinsburg, Pa., congregation to the Messiah Village
Fall Festival. The church had revival meetings
with John Byers Sept. 18-20. • On Sept. 13 the
Montgomery congregation, Mercersburg, Pa.,
enjoyed a concert by the New Life for Girls
Choir from the rehabilitation center for females

Director of Music Ministries
The Lancaster Brethren in Christ
Church is currently accepting
inquiries and resumes for their current position vacancy of Director of
Music Ministries.
This is a 10-month part-time position with the following responsibilities:
1. Coordinate church music/choir
programs. (Choirs: Adult, Teen,
Children's, Cherub)
2. Direct adult choir in worship services.
3. Lead congregational singing during choir season (Sept.-June).
4. Assist in worship service music
planning.
5.Serve as member of church's
Worship Commission.
All attempts will be made to fill this
position by Jan. 1, 1993. Remuneration for this position will depend primarily upon education and experience of applicant.
For more information, please contact Pastor James Ernst by calling
(717) 569-5011 (Office) or 569-2504
(Home).
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in trouble. • The Sept. 4-6 camping weekend of
the ML Rock congregation, Shippensburg, Pa.,
included a Sunday evening outdoor inspirational
service.
Well over 400 people attended the worship
service and homestyle dinner Sept. 27, Friend
Day, at the New Guilford church, Chambersburg, Pa. • On Sept. 20 the South Mountain
Chapel congregation, Shippensburg, Pa., had a
hymn sing and message: "Encouragement: A
Powerful Tool." • The Christ Crusaders planned
a Sept. 19 hay ride and hot dog roast for the
Springhope church, Schellsburg, Pa. • The
men's group of the Walkersville, Md., church
began a study of The Midas Trap on Sept. 12.
One person was baptized on Sept. 20.
Atlantic Conference
Dick and Esther Miller, missionaries to Zambia, were the Sept. 20 speakers at the Conoy
church, Elizabethtown, Pa. • On Sept. 20 the
Cross Roads congregation, Mount Joy, Pa., had
an all-church hayride/progressive meal. At each
stop they had food and an activity and devotional geared to a specific age group on the theme
"Traveling the Road to. . . ." • The women's
fellowship of the Elizabethtown church had an
Apple Festival on Sept. 14. Fourteen members of
the Koinonia group participated in cleaning a
new wing at Messiah Village on Sept. 26. • On
Sept. 23 Phil Keefer presented an informative
talk on Brethren in Christ missions to the Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa.
James Baez, Jacob Samuel, and Henry Ginder were September speakers for the Fellowship
Chapel congregation, Bronx, N.Y. • On the
evening of Sept. 6 the Free Grace congregation, Millersburg, Pa., heard from a group who
worked with Habitat for Humanity during the
summer months. • A recent survey of the Harrisburg, Pa., congregation ranked the worship
and preaching high; and suggested balcony
expansion and renovating an older city church as
possible solutions to overcrowding. • At the
Hummelstown, Pa., church Marion Sisco is
teaching the fall quarter using Perspectives on
Social Issues. • On Sept. 20, 27 the Lancaster,
Pa., congregation viewed the two-part Dobson
film "Children at Risk." Women's Morning
Break meetings began Sept. 10. • Sept. 6 was
Laymen's Sunday at the Manor church, Mount-

ville, Pa., with lay persons giving prayer and testimonies. Jack McClane spoke on missions Sunday, Sept. 13.
Bill and Mary Hoke, 30-year missionaries to
India, spoke to the Mastersonville congregation, Manheim, Pa., in the Sept. 20 evening service. • One adult and four youth were baptized
Sept. 20 at the Millersville, Pa., church. The
congregation planned an advancement dinner for
Oct. 2 to raise $425,000 for a church building. •
The Mt Pleasant congregation, Mount Joy, Pa.,
held an afternoon workshop Sept. 27 on
preschoolers. • Larry Serge was in concert Sept.
13 at the New Covenant church, Quakertown,
Pa. • The Sowers Sunday school class of the
Palmyra, Pa., church grilled chicken at the
Palmyra Arts Festival Oct. 10, with proceeds
going toward a microwave oven for the church.
Dan Houck was installed Sept. 13 as Associate Pastor of the Pequea church, Lancaster, Pa.
Sept. 20 was Christian Education Sunday, concluding with Sally Moyer of Choice Presentations speaking in the evening. • Ron and Carolyn
Patty were in concert Oct. 4 at the Refton, Pa.,
church. A community hymn sing on Sept. 13
featured the music of Lowell Mason. • The
recent Rally Day of the Shenks congregation,
Elizabethtown, Pa., included a puppet team from
Youth for Christ performing "Jonah," and music
with a message by Warren, Connie, Brooke, Carrie, and Laurel Hoffman. • Sept. 20 was Missions Day at the Silverdale, Pa., church with
Stuart and Doris Heisey speaking about Africa.
Sept. 27 was a Christian education emphasis day
with Esther Snyder, Marsha Barley, and Pat
Getz.
At the Skyline View church, Harrisburg, Pa.,
the fall Sunday school quarter led by Eugene
Wingert focused on the ministry of worship by
examining biblical, historical, and contemporary
models of worship. • Carlos Ortiz of the church
in Brooklyn, N.Y., preached Sept. 6 to the Souderton, Pa., congregation. The junior high youth
had a trip to Philadelphia on Sept. 19. • Omer
King led renewal services Oct. 10-11 for the
Speedwell Heights congregation, Lititz, Pa. •
Ray Hock was installed Aug. 30 as pastor of the
Summit View congregation, New Holland, Pa. •
Esther Snyder began Sept. 1 as Associate for
Field Services of the Atlantic Conference. She
will give leadership to the conference Board for
Congregational Life.

Church planting has
Charter Membership Sunday
The Faith Church in Baltimore, Md. (Susquehanna Conference), had its charter
membership Sunday on August 30. Twenty-four persons were received into church
membership. Bishop John Hawbaker preached in the morning worship service and
presided over the reception of the charter members.
The Faith Church is a new congregation at the same location as the former Marlyn
Avenue Church, which began in 1961 and was closed in December 1990.
Rev. Dwayne and Naomi Hulett moved to Baltimore in August 1991 as the church
planting couple. They held the first Sunday service on Nov. 24, 1991.
Evangelical Visitor

E.V. Timelines

Canadian Conference
On Sept. 13 the Bridle wood church, Agincourt, Ont., changed to a new schedule: 9:45
Sunday school and 11:00 worship. • The Delisle,
Sask., church held their second annual Sunday
school mini carnival on Sept. 12. The women
had the kick-off for their Bible studies Sept. 23
with the theme "Cozy Memories," a craft demo
and display. • The Falls View congregation,
Niagara Falls, Ont., asked each family to fill a
bag with groceries and return it for distribution to
the needy on Oct. 11, Thanksgiving Sunday. The
Gilmore Trio sang on Sept. 20. • The Sunday
school roundup Sept. 13 of the Heise Hill congregation, Gormley, Ont., featured Images Creative Puppetry, a message by Gideon speaker
Andree Henriques, and a potluck lunch.
On Aug. 30 the Houghton church, Langton,
Ont., baptized six persons and received four new
members. The youth ministered with testimonies, skits, and sharing in the Sept. 20 morning service. • The Sunday evening worship
throughout the fall for the Kindersley, Sask.,
church focused on the NavPress Bible study of
the book of Ephesians. • The fall sermon series
at the Lakeside church, Calgary, Alb., was
"Power to Cope," dealing with fear, failure, criticism, doubts, stress, and frustration. H.O.M.E.
(Homes Open for Ministry and Encouragement)
did a study recently of Life With God: Love in
Action. • On Sept. 12 the Massey Place church,
Saskatoon, Sask., had their fourth annual golf
tourney and barbecue sponsored by the men's
fellowship. • Sept. 13 was Roundup Sunday at
the New Life church, Collingswood, Ont., with
a barbecue for guests following the service.
Sept. 13 was Kids' Day at the North East
Community church, Calgary, Alb., when Dave
Wilson brought Willy Nilly the Good News
Clown to minister. The adults' focus was on
"Strengthening Endangered Family Foundations." • Members of the Oak Ridges, Ont.,
congregation helped with the Sept. 19 Pioneer
Village MCC sale by baking pies and staffing the
sale. The adult fellowship planned an Oct. 3 boat
cruise. • The Orchard Creek church, St.
Catharines, Ont., recently did a study of On
Being Brethren in Christ as preparation for charter Sunday in November. Christian education
classes began this fall for all ages. • AW ANA
clubs began Sept. 29 at the Port Colborne, Ont.,
church.
On Sept. 26 the Ridgemount, Ont., congregation had a Sunday school picnic at Waterbrook
Farm Camp with hayrides, horse riding, clown,
archery demo, food, singing, and a campfire. •
Four were baptized Sept. 13 at the Rosebank
church, Petersburg, Ont. Mike and Sherry Holland led a missions conference Sept. 19-20 which
culminated with the video "The Wait of the
World." • On Sept. 20 the Sherkston, Ont., congregation viewed the MCC video "Butter Battle
Book." • The Upper Oaks church, Oakville,
Ont., had a guess-who's-coming-to-dinner on
Oct. 2. • The Welland, Ont., church hosted the
Niagara area Brethren in Christ churches praise
service on Sept. 27. • Nineteen moms and 27
preschoolers attended the first "Young Moms"
meeting on Sept. 8 at the Westheights church,
Kitchener, Ont. The moms viewed "Love Is a
Decision" in their weekly meetings.
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100 Years Ago
Nov. 1, 1892 issue—Ed. Davidson: "We are well aware that some
people object to [reporting church news] on the ground that it may
appear too much like boasting.... To give the facts as they are, in
a truthful way, is not boasting. . . It acts as a kind of stimulant that
may induce others to enter more zealously into the work."

75 Years Ago
Nov. 5,1917 issue—"The Children's Day services at Annville, Pa.,
Oct. 14, 1917, afternoon and evening, truly was a rich treat for the
soul. . . . The following subjects were discussed: (1) What are the
effects if church members neglect to take interest in Sunday school
work? (2) Is Sunday school work paying and what effect has it on
the future church? (3) The Power of Habit and its influence; (4)
Childhood—Its possibilities and demands."

50 Years Ago
Nov. 9, 1942 issue—". . . the historic peace churches pay several
million dollars each year in carrying on the C.P.S. Camps. The U.S.
government saves this amount each year. The U.S. government
saves... $600.00 per year on each man in C.P.S. Camps, since each
man donates his time. The annual soldier outfit and uniform at a cost
of $125.00 is saved by the government in that the C.P.S. boy furnishes his own clothes. The U.S. government also saves . . . $420.00
per year per man in C.P.S. Camp since the historic peace churches
provide for his board
The cooperating churches and their young
men provide for $5,038,000.00 annually which the government
would have to expend in addition to what they now expend.... At
the same time, these groups pay their taxes to pay for the war debt,
the same as the rest of the people of America."

25 Years Ago
Nov. 6, 1967 issue—In the "stewardship issue," Alvin Burkholder
says: "One of the widely accepted definitions for Christian Stewardship was passed by the United Stewardship Council in 1945,
"Christian Stewardship is the practice of systematic and proportionate giving of time, talent and material possessions, based on the
conviction that these are a trust from God to be used in the service
and benefit of mankind, in grateful acknowledgement of Christ's
redeeming love."

10 Years Ago
Nov. 10, 1982 issue—The Church News section reports the 50th
wedding anniversary celebration of Dr. and Mrs. Henry Ginder;
groundbreaking for the new 400-seat sanctuary of the Chambersburg
church; and a story about a "Living More with Less" Sunday at the
Manheim, Pa., church.
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Central Conference
The Amherst church, Massillon, Ohio, had a
whole family seminar Sept. 25-27 with H. R.
Grimm called "Living Concepts." • On Sept. 14
photos were taken for the new Ashland, Ohio,
church's pictorial directory. Members attended
the Sept. 26 David Bryant Concert of Prayer. •
The Beulah Chapel congregation, Springfield,
Ohio, planned a Sunday school picnic for Sept.
12 and a yard/bake sale for Sept. 19. • Godfrey
Biemba and Stenford Zulu from Macha Mission,
Zambia, ministered in testimony and song Sept.
6 to the Carland-Zion congregation, Owosso,
Mich. On Sept. 13 John Walker shared his experiences and brought General Conference reflections. • Fall cleaning day was set for Oct. 10 at
the Christian Union church, Garrett, Ind.
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Stewardship:
boredom or
buffoonery?
by Glenn Pfeiffer

Cooperative Ministries
Receipts—Year to Date
January 1 - September 30,1992
1992
1991
Proportionate 1.518.168 1.647.526
Congregational 1,446,973 1,549,942
Individual
71,195
97,584
Designated and
Direct Giving 757.309
Congregational 575,178
Individual
182,131
Total to Date

590.683
413,604
177,079

2.275.477 2.238.209

Total Budget
4.142.279 3.835.885
Received to Date
55%
58.34%
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Small groups meeting in six homes for Bible
study and social activities have begun for the
Fairview church, Englewood, Ohio. The video
"Twice Pardoned" was shown Sept. 20 followed
by an ice cream treat. • Women's Precept Bible
classes began Sept. 14 at the Lakeview church,
Goodrich, Mich., with a 10-week study of
Habakkuk. The Billy Graham film "Eye of the
Storm" was shown Sept. 20. • Nappanee, Ind.,
members had a rainy trip to Warren Dunes on
Sept. 20. On Oct. 4 Steve Melzer shared a multimedia presentation on Pilgrim's Progress. • On
Sept. 27 the Pleasant Hill, Ohio, church began
viewing the "Out of the Salt Shaker and Into the
World" film series. • Mike and Sherry Holland
shared on Sept. 27 with the Sippo Valley congregation, Massillon, Ohio, about the mission

A few years ago whenever the topic
of stewardship arose, certain images
came to mind: long drawn out explanations of unreadable financial statements;
vocal church and committee members
insisting that they get more of the pie;
and recurring references to unmet budgets. Another image was that of shady
characters swindling people out of their
money and using melodramatic tactics
to manipulate the unsuspecting. Boredom and buffoonery came to mind
when money matters were the topic.
Recent experiences have reinforced
some of these images. Just before General Conference I turned the TV on and
saw a man—a minister—begging for
money. He looked pitiful. I never knew
the human face could contort into so
many expressions. He looked exactly
like the stereotypical TV swindler, but
(not wanting to be too critical) I tried to
listen to his success gospel and repeated
references to faith vows with an open
mind. Finally, I gave up. Later I learned
that this minister took the money people
had given him and used it to support his
lavish lifestyle. He misused others'
money, abused the wonderful name of
the Lord Jesus Christ, whom he referred
to repeatedly, and furthered the disrepute of the pastoral office.
Such people make any reference to
finances a scary prospect. We don't
want to turn people off and we certainly don't want to be seen as just another
Christian con artist. How then do we
deal with financial matters in such a
cynical and sensitive climate?

work in Venezuela. • On Sept. 20 the Union
Grove congregation, New Paris, Ind., saw the
Board for World Missions video which premiered at General Conference.

Midwest Conference
t

On Sept. 20 the Emmanuelaires Gospel
Quartet sang for the Abilene, Kan., congregation. • The Mound Park congregation, Dallas
Center, Iowa, received two new members on
Aug. 30. Bishop Ginder met with the congregation on Sept. 6 and 28. • On Sept. 13 a group
from Farmington joined the Navajo Chapel congregation, Bloomfield, N.M., for worship and a
baptismal service. • Neal Clarke began Aug. 30
as Director of Music Ministries for the Oklahoma City, Okla., church. The congregation

The first thing we need to realize is
that stewardship is neither boring nor
the sole possession of religious frauds. It
is a serious and exciting matter, which,
when understood properly, has the
power to ignite one's spiritual life and
propel a person into a deeper relationship with God.
On a personal level, my wife Denys
and I have seen how the Lord blesses us
both spiritually and materially when we
give the Lord his due. Early in our marriage we decided to obey God and give
him our tithe. We never questioned this
although there were times when it was
hard to give, especially during seminary
when we were almost completely broke.
One time God miraculously—yes,
miraculously—provided the money we
needed for my final semester of tuition.
Along with this timely financial blessing we have both experienced, even
when eating lots of generic "country
cornflakes," a closeness and communion with God which would have been
lessened if we had not made God first in
our finances. We have come to realize
that when we tithe it doesn't mean that
we will always have abundance or that
God is now our genie from whom we
can demand wishes, but that God will
always meet our needs and, in the long
run, prosper us in "every way" (2 Cor.
9:11).
As God's promise to bless is true on
a personal level, it is also true on a corporate level. Even as tithing or not
tithing is a reflection on our individual
faith, so our financial obedience as a

Evangelical Visitor

began a preschool worship time on Sept. 6. •
One person was baptized Sept. 13 at Herington
Lake into the fellowship of the Rosebank, Kan.,
church. • Ten persons were baptized Sept. 13 at
Milford Lake by the Zion church, Abilene.
Recreation and a picnic followed.

Pacific Conference
The Moreno church, Moreno Valley, Calif.,
has begun children and adult choirs. They have
also included junior and senior highs in their
Christian school. • The Ontario, Calif., church
sponsored a 10th anniversary dinner Sept. 27 for
the Little Promises school. The church planned a
rummage sale for Oct. 3,4. • The Pacific Highway church, Salem, Ore., was actively involved
in Bible studies, visitation, and transportation

congregation is a reflection on our corporate faith. We cannot separate our
faith from our finances; they are inextricably bound together. This is what
we learn from Malachi who suggests
that our relationship with God will be
strained if we withhold from the Lord
what is his due (Mai. 3:8ff). This then
has important implications for church
leadership. Leadership's primary concern should be for the spiritual health
and growth of the church. This must
include the preaching and teaching of
tithing as well as direct invitations and
challenges to begin tithing. It is simply
an issue of discipleship and nurture.
Fortunately, many in our denomination
are familiar with a way to do this effectively—a stewardship model which can
help.
In January of 1992 at the Carlisle
Brethren in Christ Church, John Maxwell held a seminar on stewardship. He
showed us how to have a stewardship
month and how to challenge people to
be faithful with their finances. In
response to this seminar and after times
of personal prayer, study, and consultation with our church board we, the
Speedwell Heights church leadership,
decided to have our first stewardship
month. I prepared the congregation for
it with announcements and preached
four sermons on stewardship. On the
fourth Sunday, and this was the key, we
handed out cards which asked people
to commit or recommit to tithing. Most
of the cards were returned and I was
pleased to discover that most people
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for the Pacific Northwest Billy Graham Crusade
in Portland. • On Sept. 13 the Riverside, Calif.,
church had an eighth anniversary morning worship celebration and a "Sunday Night Live"
song- and pie-fest. • Dedication of a junior high
center and crib nursery on Sept. 27 was part of
Christian Education Month at the Upland, Calif.,
church. Phil Munger's brass band and the Carl
Walters Barbershop Quartet entertained at the
Sept. 20 church picnic.

Southeast Conference
The Bloomington Chapel congregation,
Columbia, Ky., recently took 45 members to
Kings Island Amusement Park near Cincinnati
for a day of recreation and fellowship. • Jim
Green and Dusty Cooper of Youth for Christ

already tithe. What was most exciting
though was that eight people committed
to tithing for the first time.
An interesting part of this whole process was a money-back guarantee. If
after 90 days their commitment had
become too burdensome we would give
their money back. This provided people
an opportunity to test the Lord, as
Malachi 3:10 says we should, and watch
the Lord honor his word. Even though
we were prepared to refund this money,
to date no one has asked for it back.
Another part of the process involved
letters which I sent out to everyone who
responded to the invitation or who was
absent during the final commitment
Sunday. After 90 days I sent an additional letter to each of the first-time
tithers encouraging them to choose
tithing as a lifestyle. An important part
of my role through this process was my
commitment to pray for each of our new
tithers. This I did weekly and even daily
during the three months which followed.
The results of this stewardship
emphasis have been excellent. First of
all our giving has increased each week
by 20 percent. This means that the budget which we as a congregation agreed
upon will be met. As we seek to do the
Lord's work the importance of meeting
our budget cannot be overemphasized.
This is not however the only or even
the primary benefit of our stewardship
month. More importantly, eight people
have decided to take a further step in the
discipleship process. They can and

were September speakers at the Holden Park
church, Orlando, Fla. • On Sept. 13 Phil Keefer
spoke to the Winchester, Va., church on world
missions. On Sept. 19 the congregation provided
meals and lodging for the Southeast Conference
Board of Ministries meeting. Eduardo Llanes
was the Sept. 20 speaker.

Susquehanna Conference
Phil Keefer, Alvin and Thata Book, and the
Dennis Barlow family were speakers at the Sept.
26-27 missions conference of the Big Valley
church, Belleville, Pa. • The Carlisle, Pa.,
church held special services Sept. 20-21 with
Walter Winger. The small groups ministry fair
was Sept. 27. • The youth of the Cedar Grove
church, Mifflintown, Pa., went on a video scav-

should expect a growing closeness with
God, something which comes from obedience.
The most exciting result, however,
impacts our entire congregation. When
individuals are willing to obey God, this
in turn raises the congregation's level of
corporate faith, and when the level of
corporate faith is raised there is no limit
to the great things God can and will do
through the church. Barriers to the
movement of the Holy Spirit are broken
down and God is freer, by means of our
faith, to reveal his presence in worship
and his power in ministry, healing, and
discipleship.
Despite our cynical culture we must
deal with financial issues. Our church
leadership must challenge people to be
faithful with their tithes and offerings.
None of us wants to quench the Spirit
yet Luke 16:11 asks us, "If you have
not been trustworthy in handling worldly wealth, who will trust you with true
riches?" As we learn to handle properly
the riches of this world we can expect
an outpouring of the "true riches" of the
Spirit.

Glenn Pfeiffer pastors the Speedwell
Heights Brethren in Christ Church, Lititz,
Pa.
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enger hunt Sept. 30. • The Cedar Heights
women, Mill Hall, Pa., had a retreat Oct. 16-17.
Four persons of the congregation attended the
Susquehanna Valley Christian Ministries Convention Sept. 19 at Messiah College. • Gary Sutley preached in September for the Colyer
church, Centre Hall, Pa. The annual community
pig roast was Oct. 3.
Dale Schroeder was in concert Sept. 9 at the
Cumberland Valley church, Dillsburg, Pa. •
The Dillsburg church received six new members
at an Aug. 30 outdoor worship service. The film
"Molder of Dreams" was shown Sept. 6. • The
young adults of the Grantham, Pa., church
planned a costume party and sleepover for Oct.
30-31. Eduardo Llanes spoke at the Oct. 31-Nov.
1 missions conference. • John and Lucille Graybill spoke recently on missions at the Green
Grove church, Spring Mills, Pa. • Four persons
were baptized and five received as members
Sept. 27 at the Hanover, Pa., church. The
women's ministries are selling a cookbook and
had a sub sale Sept. 28 to fund their activities. •
On Sept. 27, Rally Day, at the Jemison Valley
church, Westfield, Pa., Myron Johnson presented "Magic with a Message."
Members of the Marsh Creek congregation,
Howard, Pa., made and sold 240 dozen donuts on
Sept. 22 and 24 to help pay parsonage taxes. •
Oct. 18-22 was Spiritual Life Week with Sam
Dalton at the Mechanicsburg, Pa., church. The
Kid's Choir presented the musical "My Way or
Yahweh" on Oct. 4. • On Sept. 6 at the Messiah
Village church, Mechanicsburg, Lois Tidgwell
from California showed slides of General Conference and a set of pictures called "The Way"
depicting the journeys of Paul. • On Sept. 20
the Redland Valley congregation, York Haven,

Program Management
positions
MCC seeks applicants to fill two
program management positions:
• Coordinator of Community Ministries, December 1992, Akron, Pa.
Qualifications include bachelor's
degree, leadership and management experience, knowledge of
MCC's diverse racial and ethnic
membership, Willing to travel.
• Administrator for Latin America/Caribbean, June 1993, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, or Akron, Pa. Qualifications include fluency in Spanish and
English, bachelor's degree, overseas experience in region, willing to
travel, an understanding of diverse
Mennonite constituency in both
South and North America.
If interested, contact Bill Loewen,
MCC Director of Personnel, 21 S.
12th Street, P.O. Box 500, Akron PA
17501-0500, phone (717) 859-1511.
Applications will be accepted until
November 9,1992.
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Please be sure to send bulletins a
month at a time, arriving in our office
no later than the first day of each
month. Bulletins should be opened,
with the least recent date on top, stapled in the upper right corner, then
mailed. Any significant events should
be highlighted. DO NOT SEND bulletins one at a time. REPEAT: a month
at a time, stapled, with least recent
date on top.

Pa., had a pig roast and musical celebration by
The Decisions. • The Roseglen congregation,
Duncannon, Pa., had a Sept. 13 lawn chair hymn
sing and testimony time. The congregation had
an Oct. 4 carry-in meal to get acquainted with
their new pastor.

For The Record
Births
Baker: Joshua Louis Orville, Sept. 5; Louis
and Cindy (Morgan) Baker, Stayner congregation, Ont.
Blackbird: Jordan Elizabeth, Sept. 8; Tegan
and Karen (Miller) Blackbird, Elizabethtown
congregation, Pa.
Breneman: Hannah Marie, Aug. 26; James
and Renee (Groff) Breneman, Manor congregation, Pa.
Cashell: Quinn Deann, Sept. 4; Paul and
Nadene (Meyers) Cashell, Chambersburg congregation, Pa.
Cowfer: Jacob Daniel, Sept. 24; James and
Brenda (Focht) Cowfer, Cross Roads, Pa.
Crane: Micah Oliver, Sept. 1; Mark and
Cara (Engle) Crane, Zion congregation, Kan.
Denton: Jessica Brooke, June 6; Terry and
Karen (Wright) Denton, Bloomington Chapel
congregation, Ky.
Eisenbise: Emily Renee, Sept. 23; Jeffrey
and Lisa (Grube) Eisenbise, Manor congregation, Pa.
Feister: Steven Paul, Sept. 4; Craig and
Karen (Huber) Feister, Manor congregation, Pa.
Fye: Lindsey Leila, Aug. 4; Jack and Brenda
Fye, Green Grove congregation, Pa.
Good: Joseph Andrew, Aug. 30; David and
Karen (Goodling) Good, Maytown congregation, Pa.
Grant: Nicole Rae, Aug. 10; Steve and Judy
(Morgan) Grant, Sherkston congregation, Ont.
Hickey: Kaitlyn Ann, Sept. 21; Jonathan and
Lillian (Monroe) Hickey, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Hoffman: Kellie Cherice, Sept. 11; Dane
and Karen (Wingert) Hoffman, Antrim congregation, Pa.
Isley: Micah David Charles, Sept. 16; Geoff
and Dawn Isley, Grantham congregation, Pa.
Kennedy: Nathan Jeffrey, Aug. 19; Kathy
Kennedy, Upper Oaks congregation, Ont.

Kipling: Justin Matthew, June 1; Kelly and
Denise Kipling, Upper Oaks congregation, Ont.
Mattos: Joseph, Sept. 26; Frank and Diana
Mattos, Mt. Pleasant congregation, Pa.
McMichael: Scott Jonathan, Sept. 19; Gregory and Diane (Meyers) McMichael, Manor congregation, Pa.
Miller: Joshua William, Sept. 18; Alan and
Jean (Bumbaugh) Miller, Walkersville congregation, Md.
Moore: Nicholas Aaron, Sept. 18; Rodger
and Lori Ann (Pychel) Moore, Falls View congregation, Ont.
Musser: Chelsea Renee, Sept. 10; Jeff and
Beth Musser, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Ober: Holly Ann, Sept. 15; Dean and Deborah (Shaub) Ober, Manor congregation, Pa.
Page: Dillon Michael, Aug. 21; Michael and
Wanda (Renninger) Page, Cedar Grove congregation, Pa.
Purves: Shane Michael, Aug. 6; Tom and
Tracy (Stoner) Purves, Green Grove congregation, Pa.
Radmore: Brandon Michael, June 30;
George and Marilyn Radmore, Upper Oaks congregation, Ont.
Roller: Caleb Michael, July 29; Robert and
Carla Roller, Dillsburg congregation, Pa.
Scott: Lyle Owen, July 14; Neil and Peggy
Scott, Upper Oaks congregation, Ont.
Sheldon: Riley Joseph, Aug. 24; Michael
and Crystal (Overturf) Sheldon, Chambersburg
congregation, Pa.
Shover: Heather Marie, Aug. 31; Brian and
Anita (Alleman) Shover, Air Hill congregation,
Pa.
Sider: Charlotte Jane, Aug. 31; Mark and
Jane Sider, Westheights congregation, Ont.
Sider: Matthew Jordan, Sept. 13; Craig and
Laura (Day) Sider, Upper Oaks congregation,
Ont.
Zweiacher: Holly Nicole, Sept. 8; Brian and
Terry Zweiacher, Grantham congregation, Pa.

Weddings
Anderson - Rohrer: Tammy, daughter of
Fred and Shirley Rohrer, Hope, Kan., and Rodney, son of Francis and Clema Anderson, Abilene, Kan., Sept. 12, at New Basil United Church
of Christ with Rev. Ron Bowell officiating.
Burkholder - Kelchner: Kristin Joy, daughter of Robert and Lois Kelchner, Elizabethtown,
Pa., and Christopher, son of Harold and Sue
Burkholder, Middletown, Pa., Sept. 12, at Elizabethtown Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Joe Hyatt and Rev. David Hall officiating.
Crumley - Ogi: Amy L., daughter of Dave
and Midge Ogi, Rochester, N. Y., and Paul
Eugene, son of Donald and Judy Crumley,
Mount Joy, Pa., Sept. 19, at Grove City College.
Lindhorn - Brown: Teri Elaine Brown,
Nappanee, Ind., and Steven Paul Lindhorn,
Goshen, Ind., Aug. 8, at Moundsville Baptist
Church with Rev. Thomas Steele officiating.
Ovellette - Douglas: Tracey Louise, daughter of Nancy Douglas, Kitchener, Ont., and Darren James Ovellette, son of Richard Ovellette
and Marion Grubb, Kitchener, Aug. 1, at Westheights Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Evangelical Visitor

David Illman and Rev. Michael Hannigan officiating.
Parker - Genet: Jennifer Lynn, daughter of
Joyce and the late John Genet, Crystal Beach,
Ont., and Rodney Donald, son of Larry Parker
and Brenda Parker, Fort Erie, Ont., Sept. 12, at
Sherkston Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Leonard J. Chester officiating.
Obituaries
Bender: Mary Alberta Bender, born Mar.
22, 1909, daughter of Porter and Olive Mae
Brown Wilson, died Aug. 30. Preceding her in
death were her husband, Samuel E. Bender; two
sisters; and two brothers. Surviving are a daughter, Lula G. Wilson; two sons, Richard E. and R.
Lee; a grandson; a brother, Otis Wilson;fivesisters, Minola Boyer, Margaretta Leedy, Freda
Cohnour, Bessie Grinssinger, and Betty Fisher.
Mary was a member of the Hollowell congregation, Pa., and its Kingdom Builders Sunday
school class. The funeral was held at Grove
Funeral Home with Rev. Ralph E. Palmer officiating. Interment was in Green Hill Cemetery.
Brumbaugh: Brian Christopher Brumbaugh,
born Oct. 8, 1984, son of Russell and Toni
Brumbaugh, died Sept. 9. Surviving are two
brothers, Steven Brumbaugh and Drury Pierce;
two sisters, Toni McMorris and Monica McMorris; paternal grandparents, Lewis and Carol
Brumbaugh; and a paternal great-grandmother,
Louelle Brutcher. Brian was in the second grade
at Lawrenceville Elementary School. He attended Grace Community Church, Ga. Rev. Chuck
Anderson officiated at the funeral. Interment was
in Shadowlawn Cemetery.
Carver: Mildred Ethel Carver, born Jan. 31,
1898, daughter of Frank and Rebecca Bailey,
died Aug. 29. Preceding her in death were her
husband, Michael "Kelly" Carver; two sons,
Ross and John; a brother, Bob Bailey; two halfbrothers, Calvary and Grenville Bailey; and a
great-granddaughter, Shelley Carver. Surviving
are a half-brother, Walter Bailey; 2 half-sisters,
Kathleen Bailey and Viola Beach; 9 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren; and 4 great-greatgrandchildren. She was a member of the Bertie
congregation, Ont., where the funeral was held
with Rev. Ross Nigh and Rev. Don Middlemiss
officiating. Interment was in the church cemetery.
Lecron: Grace M. Lecron, born Apr. 1,
1901, daughter of Christian and Anna Hykes
Musselman, died Sept. 15. Preceding her in death
were her husband, Arthur L. Lecron; two brothers; and an infant sister and brother. Surviving
are 2 daughters, Edna L. Egolf and Dorothy J.
O'Brien; 10 grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; and a brother, Harry Musselman. Grace
was a member of the Kingdom Builders Sunday
school class of the Hollowell congregation, Pa.,
and a resident of Quincy United Methodist
Home. The funeral was held at Grove Funeral
Home with Rev. Ralph E. Palmer and Rev.
Wilbur F. Besecker officiating. Interment was
in Green Hill Cemetery.
Leonard: Grace M. Leonard, born Apr. 23,
1898, daughter of Elmer M. and Clara Jane
(Delancy) Gill, died Sept. 14. Preceding her in
death were her husband, Thomas P. Leonard; a
son, Elmer N.; 2 brothers, Nevil Gill and Dow
Gill; and a sister, Elsie Gill. Surviving are 3 chilNovember 1992

1992 music scholarship
winners announced
The Board for Congregational Life
recently announced the recipients of this
year's scholarships. Amber Brinlee, Beth
Climenhage, Stephanie Long, and Mark
Maurer were selected out of 33 applicants
to receive $200 music scholarships for
private music lessons.
Amber Brinlee, 16, attends the Pacific Highway Community Church, Salem,
Ore. She is accompanist for worship services and sings solos. Her scholarship
will be used for voice lessons. She sees
music as a way to share the message of
Christ.
Beth Climenhage is a 16-year-old at
the Falls View Brethren in Christ Church,
Niagara Falls, Ont. She contributes to the
music ministry there as pianist, soloist,
choir member, and flutist. Beth's scholarship will go toward further piano
lessons. Her desire is to serve to the best
of her ability.

Stephanie Long, 13, plays the piano
and sings in youth choir at the Clarence
Center (N.Y.) Brethren in Christ Church.
She identifies piano lessons as the use of
the scholarship money. Her goal is to be
a music teacher.
Mark Maurer, 17, shares in the music
ministries of the Carlisle (Pa.) Brethren in
Christ Church. Mark's congregational
involvement includes youth choir, senior
choir, and church orchestra. He plans to
apply the scholarship to French horn
lessons, with future plans to be involved
in ministry.
The Board for Congregational Life is
privileged to make these scholarships
available each year through their Music
Trust Fund. Scholarship applications will
be available again next year for young
people who are studying music and are
actively participating in their church's
music program.

dren, Maxine Swartz, Minnie Leonard, and
Lewis; 8 grandchildren; 3 stepchildren; 9 greatgrandchildren; 6 stepgreat-grandchildren; 10
great-great-grandchildren; and 2 sisters, Madge
Rowe and Alverta Kauffman. Grace was the oldest member of the Cedar Grove congregation,
Pa., where the funeral was held with Rev. Kenneth Letner and Rev. James Strawser officiating. Interment was in Adams Cemetery.

Dye Willis. Joan was a member of the Bloomington Chapel congregation, Ky. The funeral
was held at Stotts-Phelps-McQueary Funeral
Home with Rev. Timothy Lewis officiating.
Interment was in Bearwallow Cemetery.

Overcash: Evelyn P. Overcash, bom Sept.
28, 1915, daughter of Harry and Orpha Johnston Mowen, died July 27. Surviving are a son,
Terry W.; a sister, Betty Brechbiel; and six brothers, Rollo, Eldon, Aubrey, Galen, Gerald, and
Everett. Evelyn was employed at the former
Gem Garment Co. and the Hess Packing Co. She
was a member of the Five Forks congregation,
Pa., where the funeral was held with Rev. Wilbur
Besecker officiating. Interment was in Grindstone Hill Cemetery.
Potteiger: Clyde A. Potteiger, born Sept. 2,
1920, died Sept. 17. Surviving are his wife,
Helen (Simmons); 3 sons, Clyde A. Jr., Mervin
O, and Stephen A.; 2 daughters, Peggy Knepper
and Betty Kingsborough; his mother, Edna Sara
Hale Potteiger; 5 brothers; 6 sisters; 12 grandchildren; and 8 great-grandchildren. Clyde had
been an usher and trustee of the Mechanicsburg
congregation, Pa., where the funeral was held
with Rev. Charles R. Burgard and Rev. Kenneth
Hepner officiating. Interment was in Rolling
Green Memorial Park.
Streeval: Joan Streeval, bom Jan. 6, 1942, in
Columbia, Ky., died Aug. 21. Preceding her in
death was her father, Ernest Willis. Surviving
are her husband, J.R. Streeval; two sons, Jeffrey
and Ferry; three daughters, Linda Parker, Karen
Brown, and Sandra Taylor; and her mother, Cora

It was erroneously reported to the Visitor
for the September issue that Anna Goins, Mildred Heisey, Noah Kreider, 9 nieces and
nephews, and 24 grandnieces and nephews preceded Eva K. Funk in death. They should have
been listed as survivors.
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The house that
persistence built
by Dawn Yoder Harms

The Bible relates many stories of persistence. A paralytic man's friends dug a
hole in roof tiles and let him down on his
mat before Jesus. A Canaanite woman
begged Jesus to heal her daughter, arguing that even dogs may eat crumbs that
fall from their masters' tables. A blind
beggar, told to be quiet, shouted even
louder to attract Jesus' attention as he
approached Jericho.
Persistence paid off for a woman living in Appalachia this summer. She
wanted a home for herself, her husband
Vickey Dean, and their five children.
SWAP site coordinator Tim Schrag's
initial response to Barbara Halcomb's
request for a new house was, "We can't
afford it, it's too far away and we don't
build new homes."
SWAP, Sharing with Appalachian
People, is a program of Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) U.S. SWAP is

.

YOU

Hid*
ARE PEACEMAKERS

Award-winning Mennonite Central
Committee 18-minute video

Examines the peacemaking tradition
of chiefs of the Cheyenne, a Native
American tribe. Documents how
the chiefs tried to protect their people
in the mid 1800s and looks at the
role of Cheyenne chiefs today.
Contact the M C C office nearest you
for free loan.

"V Mennonite
Central
Committee

£

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street, PO Box 500, Akron, PA
17501-0500
(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889
Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
(204)261-6381
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Constructing Halcomb's new house.
geared to high school-aged youth, who
perform modest home repairs for people
too poor to qualify for loans.
But Barbara persisted. After all, the
family's trailer had burnt to the ground
last February. With no fire insurance, no
employment and only a small, fixed
income from an assistance program, the
Halcombs lacked the resources to start
up again, although Barbara's parents
were willing to allow them to build on
their property.
Then the house that the family was
temporarily renting was sold, and they
were evicted. Barbara and Vickey Dean
became alarmed that their children might
be put into foster care due to their inadequate living situation, a dilapidated trailer shell.
Because Barbara persisted, Schrag
decided to visit the Halcomb's lot. He
discovered they had already laid a foundation and floor joists, fashioned from
wood that Vickey Dean and his stepfather
had cut and milled.
A short chat that Schrag later had with
Sharon Hunsberger, a SWAP volunteer
and Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS)
worker from Harleysville, Pa., became
the catalyst for Barbara's hoped-for miracle. The needed elements began falling
into place—cash and carpenters.
Schrag's congregation, First Mennonite Church of Beatrice, Neb., which had
given him a sabbatical leave from his pastoral duties to work with SWAP, raised
about $3,500. MDS located volunteers
Ira and Ruth Landis, of Manheim, Pa., to
coordinate the construction.
In early August, Vickey Dean Halcomb, more than 20 SWAP volunteers

and several carpenters from the MCC
Appalachia service program framed the
house, set trusses, put on the roof, hung
drywall, wired, plumbed, painted, and
laid flooring. No one worked harder than
Vickey Dean Halcomb, who often labored evenings and weekends after the crews
left.
Three weeks later the Halcomb family moved into their new 860-square-foot
house. It was modest, still without electrical or water hook-ups, but they were
happy to be there.
Despite the success of the project,
SWAP will likely continue its usual focus
of modest home repair in summers to
come. Because constructing houses
requires specialized skills, doing so might
alter SWAP'S purpose as an educational
and sharing program for young people.
Additional questions of funding and
SWAP'S relationship to other non-profit
housing agencies in the area would need
to be answered.
"It would be a mistake to see this project as a blueprint for future SWAP programming, but it would also be a mistake to not be open to having God call us
beyond stated program boundaries,"
Schrag says.
"It has to have been God that made
this happen," Barbara Halcomb says.
A new home, providing the means to
keep her family together and her children
in school, has been an answer to her
prayers.

Dawn Yoder Harms works with MCC in
Appalachia.
Evangelical Visitor

Youth programs
experience busy
summer
MCC U.S. provided service and learning opportunities for 867 young people
this summer in three summer youth programs it administers—SWAP, DOOR,
and the Urban Community Development
Summer Service Program.
Janet Weber, SWAP'S Akron, Pa.,
administrator, is enthusiastic about this
summer's SWAP program. "Our staff
people provided a superb experience to
the groups that came," Weber says.
A total of 537 young people worked at
two Kentucky locations; each of the 30
groups stayed for five days.

DOOR, or Denver Opportunity for
Outreach and Reflection, placed 253
young people with urban social service
agencies—soup kitchens, shelters for
homeless children, Habitat for Humanity,
and others.
"We hope to make a difference in participants' faith perspectives," relates
Dana Neff of the MCC Central States
office in Newton, Kans. "When the
young people realize the difficulties faced
by many individuals, they come out of
the program interested in service."
DOOR attracts youth groups from various denominations, including Presbyterian, United Methodist, Lutheran, Quaker and Disciples of Christ.
Neff and Weber encourage youth
groups to plan early for SWAP or DOOR
participation. October is not too early,
they stress, and February may be too late.
"We could have filled the program twice
this year," Weber says. Until a given date,
SWAP and DOOR hold a certain number

of weeks for Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ groups; after that they fill the program with other church groups.
Seventy-seven high school and college students participated in the Urban
Community Development Summer Service Program. Of these, 30 were AfricanAmericans, 29 were Hispanic and 18
were Native Americans.
The summer service participants
worked at church and social service agencies in 18 states, Ontario, the Dominican
Republic and Puerto Rico.
Participants develop leadership skills
while providing needed services to their
home communities. Native American
participants in Arizona, for example,
played an important role in completing
construction of two churches on reservations.
•

HVICCWarfel, Hill begin
MCC assignments
Matthew Warfel, of Leola, Pa., has
begun a six-month MCC assignment in
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, where he
will work as an
appropriate technology intern.
Last employed
as a software engineer at Unisys
Corporation in
Paoli, Pa., he is a
member of the
Lancaster (Pa.)
Brethren in Christ Church. His parents
are David and Ruth Warfel of Leola.
Merrill G. Hill, of Jersey Shore, Pa.,
has begun a two-year MCC assignment in
Harlan, Ky., where he will work as an
adult literacy teacher with the Harlan
County Literacy Program. He previously
served
with
MCC in the Intermenno Program in Espelkamp, Germany.
Hill received a
bachelor's degree in behavioral science
from Messiah
College, and is a
November 1992

member of Agape Fellowship in Williamsport, Pa.

Bucher begins
Intermenno term
in Holland
Neil Bucher of Greencastle, Pa., is
beginning a one-year term with the Intermenno program in Amsterdam, Holland,
where he will act
as a maintenance
worker
with
Menno Simonszhuis. He will
probably move to
another placement
in the same country for the second
half of the year.
A member of
the Antrim Brethren in Christ Church in Chambersburg,
Pa., he received an associate's degree in
accounting and business from Hagerstown (Md.) Junior College and was last
employed as a teller at Washington County National Bank. His parents are Dave
and Judy Bucher of Eyota, Minn.
Intermenno is a one-year exchange
program with Europe, administered by a
committee of representatives from the
Netherlands, Germany, and Switzerland.
MCC assists in orientation.

now

1992-93
Resource
Catalog
available

Lists more than 400
free-loan audiovisuals
and printed materials
about the mission of
MCC, Native American
issues, lifestyle, peace,
hunger and other topics.
Yours free from:

C

^v Mennonite
* - Central
Committee
Mennonite Central
Committee and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street
PO Box 500
Akron, PA 17501-0500
(717)859-1151

(717)859-3889
MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive
Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
(204)261-6381
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MESSIAH
COLLEGE
NEWS
Messiah included in Best Buys
guide to higher education
Messiah College is among the 300 top
colleges and universities from the United
States to be selected for inclusion in the
recently released second edition of Barron 's Best Buys in College Education.
There are more than 3,000 accredited
degree-granting higher education institutions in this country.
According to Barron's, Best Buys "is
a guide to 300 myth-breakers, schools
that breach the supposed link between
college price and college quality.
Although some of them are better known
than others, all deserve recognition where
it counts: in the performance of the faculties and depth and comprehensiveness
of their curricula, the preparation of their
students for lives after graduation, and
the prices they charge for their services."
Barron's contains the latest information on tuition, admissions standards,
financial aid, academic programs, campus
life and the student body. The comprehensive data is based on questionnaires
answered by the dean of students, admissions officer and a student from each
school. Each of the schools listed consistently received high marks in terms of
faculty attention to students, inspiring and
useful programs, and with opportunities
for personal and professional development.
The author, Lucia Solorzano, a graduate of Middlebury College in Vermont

New Song, one of three Messiah College music ministry teams, is bringing inspirational singing to churches across Pennsylvania and surrounding states this fall and
spring. Along with the other groups, Spirit Sound and Common Bond, the teams present programs of popular Christian music, while mixing in words ofpersonal testimony with their singing. The audience often gets involved in sing-a-longs led by the
group.
For booking information on a music ministry team write or call the admissions office
at Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027, (717) 691-6000.

and of Columbia University School of
Journalism, was previously Associate
Education Editor of U.S. News and World
Report.

Graduate wins scholarship
The winner of a $5,000 writing scholarship for Christian college students was
officially announced by the Christian
College Coalition. The Carl F.H. Henry
Scholarship, founded in 1990, is awarded
annually to a student who published in a
secular media an article demonstrating
how biblical truth speaks to a public interest issue.

Attention, youth group leaders
Youth groups will be given the opportunity to visit the beautiful
Messiah College campus in Grantham to attend one of three basketball
games as the college's guests. The three games:
Saturday, Jan. 18 vs. Eastern Mennonite College
Saturday, Feb. 6 vs. Susquehanna University
Saturday, Feb. 20 vs. Elizabethtown College
If you or your youth group would like to experience NCAA action at
Messiah College, please contact Paul Morgan, Associate Director of
Admissions, Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027, (717) 691-6000.
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Eric Seibert, a May 1992 graduate of
Messiah College, won the 1992 Henry
Scholarship competition with a timely
article on racial reconciliation, titled
"Where There is Hatred, Replace It with
Love," published in The Evening Sun, his
hometown paper. Eric is presently pursuing a degree at Asbury Theological Seminary in Kentucky.
Open to full-time undergraduate students at Coalition member colleges and
universities, the Carl F.H. Henry Scholarship is sponsored by the AMY Foundation of Lansing, Michigan, which also
sponsors the prestigious AMY Writing
Awards. Mr. James Russell, founder and
president of the AMY Foundation, created both awards out of his concern for the
seeming anti-biblical bias in the national
media.
The scholarship is named for worldrenowned evangelical theologian and
author Dr. Carl F.H. Henry, founding editor of the magazine Christianity Today.

1992-1993 enrollment
The college's enrollment stands at
2,263, a slight increase from the 19911992 academic year. Recruitment efforts
resulted in 571 freshmen enrolling; 95
transfer students enrolled as well.
Evangelical Visitor
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The problem with
bumper sticker politics

ture, has said that both are wrong because
they take human life (see, for example,
the 1974 study paper on "The Church,
Walking to my car from work one
War, and Respect for Human Life," and
day, I passed a parked car with three
the 1986 "Statement on Abortion").
bumper stickers across the back in this
Another problem in the abortion
order:
debate with attaching labels to certain
"Love Your Mother"
points of view is that the issues are rarely
"Pro-Choice"
as clear-cut as labels suggest. For exam"Visualize World Peace"
ple, someone who is "pro-choice" is not
usually anti-life, while a "pro-life" person
My eye was drawn to the third one
may well also believe in the importance
first because I've always liked it and
of individuals having the right to make
believe that peace is more likely to haptheir own choices.
pen if we think it can (i.e., if we can visuThe dilemma continues with issues of
alize what peace would be like, perhaps
war and peace. On these issues, we
we can help to make it happen).
Brethren in Christ take the life and teachBut then as I read the other two as
ings of Jesus very seriously, even literalwell, I was instantly reminded of the
ly. This could be considered a "conserstrange bedfellows politics makes—and
vative" (fundamental) view of Scripture,
of the problem with labeling certain
yet
on matters of war and peace in North
issues "conservative" or "liberal." The
America, we are often considered "liberissues represented by the three stickers
als." Strange, isn't it?
are generally considered "liberal" causes:
Then there's the matter of the envithe environment, abortion rights, and
ronment, the issue represented by the
peace. So does that mean that if I agree
"Love Your Mother" bumper sticker (no,
with two of the three (with sympathies
I don't think it's a reference to family
for aspects of the third), I am by definivalues; there was a picture of the earth on
tion a liberal? I don't like being labeled
the sticker!). Like many others, the envithat way.
ronment is an extremely complicated
Once again in American politics,
issue with no easy answers because
labels are being thrown around at will,
equally important values are often pitted
with the intent of discrediting the point of
against each other. But for Christians,
view of those who appear to bear whatwhat should be at stake is a concept of
ever label we happen to dislike or think is
stewardship (caring for what God has
suspect. For Christians, this creates a
given us) that includes the earth as well.
dilemma, I believe. If we align ourselves
Again, that's fairly fundamental, not
with either "liberals" or "conservatives,"
nearly as liberal as people often like to
casting stones at the other side, we are
paint the environmental movement.
bound to find ourselves in some strange
Beth has been offended by the partisan
situations, as I did upon viewing the
politics she's found on her Christian colbumper stickers.
lege campus—partly because the view
This is particularly illustrated by the
which has the most prominence is not
abortion issue. Often, so-called "liberals"
hers, but mostly because she wonders
support abortion rights yet oppose capital
whether partisan politics belongs in a
punishment, while so-called "conservaChristian setting. This is an interesting
tives" oppose abortion rights and support
question, not only because it reprises the
capital punishment. Some sort of killing
questions we Brethren in Christ have hisis thought appropriate under certain cirtorically had about political involvement,
cumstances to people on both sides of the
but also because partisan politics easily
liberal-conservative continuum. The tradeteriorates into labeling, name-calling,
ditional Brethren in Christ view, howevand simplistic analysis of issues which
er, based on our understanding of Scripdo not necessarily fit with biblical values and principles. If we are first of all
committed to being Christian and bibliReaders may correspond with both
Phoebe and Onesimus by writing to them cal, we will, I think, almost inevitably
do the Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box
find ourselves crossing traditional politi166, Nappanee, IN 46550.
cal lines. That's not usually easy, given
November 1992

the nature of politics to divide everything
into "sides," but it seems to me what our
Christian faith requires.
So, if I were a bumper sticker person,
the messages I'd proclaim would not necessarily fit together under a consistent
political label, but they would, I hope,
proclaim a consistent understanding of
biblical Christianity.
•

The Back Page
continued from page 32

by the plowman and the planter by the
one treading grapes."
9:14-15—"I will bring back my
exiled. . . . They will rebuild the ruined
cities and live in them. They will plant
vineyards and . . . make gardens and eat
their f r u i t . . . I will plant Israel in their
own land, never again to be uprooted . . .
says the Lord your God."
I say to the Church in our day and generation: Let us identify the sin and evil
and proclaim its consequence. Let us
declare the judgements of God. But we
must be faithful to our calling, with joy
and enthusiasm. There is hope and Jesus
is the answer, despite what our culture
and society may say. Jesus is our hope for
the hurting. Let's proclaim it in every
area of our ministry, in our conduct and
lifestyle, in compassion and help wherever the need exists. Doom thrives where
hope dies!
•

Contributions invited for Dialogue and Readers Respond
Persons contributing to Readers
Respond (letters to the editor) are
encouraged to be concise. Letters may
be shortened. All letters must be
signed. Occasionally we may decide
to withhold names due to special circumstances.
Longer contributions are welcomed for Dialogue, a forum for readers to express their opinions on a
broad range of topics relevant to the
mission of the church and to living
the Christian life.
Each article or letter represents the
view of the writer, and does not necessarily reflect the official position or
policy of the Brethren in Christ
Church or this periodical.
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Dear Paul,
How small indeed is the world. I met
a brother in the faith this week, whom I
had read about in Dr. Luke's account of
our Lord's ministry. Benedicite is a
Christian of no little repute for, although
he is old and his name is unfamiliar, he is
the Samaritan who, after being healed by
the Master of his leprosy, turned and
came back to thank him. I could see no
visible scars on his tanned and wrinkled
skin, nor could I detect any wounds in
the man himself; I would have expected
deep inner scars from one who had suffered so much from the ravages of such a
devastating disease. Despite this, his eyes
and face only showed deep laugh lines,
and he seemed to smile without much
encouragement—surely the Lord's healing is deep and complete!
My first question was the same as the
Master's, "Where are the other nine?"
Benedicite looked deeply at me and said,
"I don't know." His response spoke volumes. Their fates and their lives are not

known among the people of God. . . .
They are not a part of the Christian community. I caught myself wondering out
loud, "What a profound thing is this
ingratitude."
Then Benedicite told me of a church
where, when there is a marriage, a new
house dedicated, a job miraculously
given, or a family blessed with a new
child, then the church gives gifts, a special certificate, a plaque or a Bible... yet
the family or individuals who have been
so greatly blessed offer nothing special to
God. As though the church were obliged
for them and joyfully grateful over God's
blessings, yet, they like the nine remain
silent.
Benedicite told me that there are mysterious disciplines: fasting, worship and
meditation, prayer . . . these are disciplines that we engage in freely and never
truly understand the spiritual dynamics,
realities, or mysteries involved. Yet, we
all understand the meaning of "thank

you," and we all have appreciated the
depth of even the simplest gift given in
gratitude.
"Yes," said Benedicite, "what a profound thing is this gratitude, profound in
its simplicity and priceless in its scarcity."
As he said this, he slapped my back with
his hand made whole and grasped my
shoulder with his five restored fingers
and laughed a full deep laugh. It was as
though that laugh came from the innermost part of his soul, and from his heart
to his throat it rose up to heaven as another offering of thankful gratitude.
I know this Sunday, I will not enter the
presence of the Lord Jesus without an
offering in my hands and laughter in my
heart. Oh, and thank you for sharing Jesus
with me so that I too am saved. I shall
remember you through eternity with gratitude.
Thankfully, I am the Lord's,
Onesimus

David Hall did a great service to our
brotherhood when he contributed the article, "That's your interpretation" (Sept.
'92). Many, if not most, of the issues that
trouble our fellowship involve differing
understandings—or lack thereof—of the
Bible. Hall rightly implies that the Bible
means what it means and that our task is
to perceive that meaning.
In describing boundaries for interpretation he refers to the communal
approach of the early Anabaptists as the
third boundary. They viewed the gathered group of believers as the place where
interpretations are to be judged. In support of this 1 Corinthians 14:29 is cited.
This communal dimension of Scripture
interpretation merits further scrutiny.
First, 1 Corinthians 14:29 refers to a
pre-scriptural situation (i.e., pre-New
Testament). Those involved were
"prophets" or charismatic teachers. These
directly-inspired leaders were to serve as
a check on one another. Zwingli and the
Anabaptists were stretching things a bit to
apply this text to the interpreting of Scripture by the gathered church.

Secondly, when we are gathered in,
e.g., General Conference, are we really
engaged in the task of interpreting specific Scriptures? Is the Conference not
rather deciding what we as a body are
going to say and do? Hopefully Scripture
will be used to some extent as a guide in
that process. However I recall an occasion in the '60s when the General Conference was debating a statement about
the use of jewelry. A fellow pastor was
greatly disappointed that none of our
church leaders expounded the relevant
passages of Scripture to the body. The
times that I recall General Conference
discussing exegesis of a scriptural passage are very few. Most often the teaching of the Bible is assumed in the discussion.
Thirdly, when we refer to the community as a boundary of interpretation, we
must ask, which community? As Hall
points out, "differing Christian traditions
are in dialogue with each other more than
ever before." Instead of just talking
among ourselves as Anabaptists or Wesleyans or what-have-you, why not dia-

logue with the whole Christian community? Of course defining the extent of the
Christian community can also be a problem. But I have discovered that there is a
much larger unity in the faith among
those who truly are committed to our
Lord than we often recognize.
Finally, as we work together in interpreting the Bible, we would be helped
greatly if we had a clear hermeneutical
principle. A few years ago we were
engaged in some discussions of Brethren
in Christ hermeneutics. To my knowledge nothing conclusive emerged from
this. May I make a suggestion here? I
have been impressed with the principle
Paul stated in 1 Corinthians 2:2 ever since
I heard the late Albert Engle preach on
this text at the Memorial Holiness Camp.
Here is a hermeneutical principle that is
consistent with the rest of the New Testament. If carefully pursued, it might even
help to resolve some doctrinal issues in
our denomination.
Herbert J. Hoover
Lebanon, Pa.
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A couple of weeks ago I came back to the office in the
evening to finish up a "rush" project. One of the pressmen on
the second shift saw me and said, "You had a phone call a little while ago from a woman named Anna Goins from California. She said something about the October Visitor listing
her as being dead. Here's her phone number."
At first I thought she said we had published her obituary,
which I knew was virtually impossible; obituary notices are
published only when detailed information is sent to us by a
congregation or the family of the deceased. Looking through
the October issue, I found that Anna had been listed as a
deceased relative in the obituary of Eva Funk. A further
check revealed that on the form sent to us by the congregation, the names of several surviving relatives had been typed
in the space labeled "Deceased relatives." (See page 25 for the
correction).
I apologize for that error, although we were working with
the best information we had at the time. Unfortunately, the
same cannot be said for another error in the October Church
News. Bishop John Hawbaker had reported that on Sept. 1,
Verle Brubaker began a term of service as pastor of the
Roseglen congregation, Duncannon, Pa. John's letter arrived
several days after the Church News had been prepared, but
since we had some space on that page, I added a line saying
that Verle had been installed as pastor. A few days ago, as
Helen Johns began work on November's Church News, she
asked, "Where did you get the Sept. 1 date for Verle's installation?" It seems that the service of installation didn't occur
until Sept. 27, although Verle's pastoral ministry started more
than three weeks earlier.
To complete a trio oimea culpas, I'll share the following
note I received from Daryl Bundy, pastor of the church in
Uniontown, Pa.:
The past few months have been quite an affair,
enjoying the married life.
I admit, though, it was a difficult thing,
to do it without a wife.
I appreciate the efforts of the Evangelical Visitor
to assist me in this particular need.
However, atthis present time in my life,
I'm contented as a single—indeed!
As Daryl went on to explain, a photo caption in the
Pontius'
Puddle
Bulletins and newsletters
reprinting "Pontius Puddle"
must pay $10 for each use to
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December 1991 Visitor article about his trip to Russia identified the woman standing beside him as his wife, when actually she was a part-time translator. Since I returned the photo
months ago, I have only a vague recollection of how individuals were identified, and can only surmise how I jumped
to the erroneous conclusion.
We won't claim responsibility for all mistakes one might
find in the Visitor—when articles are sent with inaccurate
information or misspelled names, we often have no reason to
suspect an error. But the mistakes regarding Verle's installation and Daryl's marital status clearly were mine. Judging
from what Daryl said, our slip was good for a few laughs in
Uniontown; I haven't heard of any repercussions from Verle.
As embarrassing as these mistakes are (they certainly promote humility and intensify the desire to triple-check every
page), they pale when compared to allegations coming from
South Florida following Hurricane Andrew of the shoddy
building practices used by some developers in recent years.
Many people reportedly are discovering that the beautiful
homes and condominiums they purchased were built using
sub-standard construction procedures. Andrew's winds tore
off the exteriors and revealed major structural deficiencies.
Builders and building inspectors evidently conspired to
defraud buyers, and might have gotten away with the deception, had it not been for an "act of God" (to use insurance terminology). Again the biblical truth has been affirmed, "Be
sure your sins will find you out" (Numbers 32:23).
These news reports from Florida remind me of the children's song, 'The wise man built his house upon the rock...."
The storms came, and the house built on the sand was demolished, while the house built on the rock stood firm. And it
brings into focus a spiritual question: how are you and I
doing as "builders"? Are we using the quality materials which
God has provided? Are we building according to the "building code book"—God's Word? Are we anchoring our building on the firm foundation of the Lord Jesus Christ?
In our humanity, both you and I will make mistakes. But
with the Lord's help, they will be inadvertent, and not like
those of the builders who set out deliberately to deceive and
defraud.
G
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Yesthere is
hope
by H. Frank Kipe
Just at daybreak, Monday morning,
August 24, 1992, Hurricane Andrew
struck the southern sector of Florida.
Unprecedented destruction followed.
Strongholds crumbled and no one could
control or stop the massive devastation.
Before I listened to the predicted bad
news, I was reading my morning devotions from Amos. These verses I underscored for the day:
4:13—"He who forms the mountains,
creates the wind, and reveals his thoughts
to man, he who turns dawn to darkness,
and treads the high places of the earth—
the Lord God Almighty is his name."
5:4—"... seek me and live."
5:6—"Seek the Lord and live."
5:8-9—"He who made Pleiades and
Orion, who turns blackness into dawn
and darkens day into night, who calls for
the waters of the sea and pours them out
over the face of the land—the Lord is his
name—he flashes destruction on the
stronghold and brings the fortified city
to ruin."
Then I listened to the morning news
and learned of Hurricane Andrew. Yes,
there is hope! I've not been able, I don't
even want, to shake off the truth that God
is in charge and rules the affairs of man
and nature.
We are following closely the jockeying for political power and position in
our nation. We've witnessed the collapse
of the foundations and follies of Godless
communism. We watch each night the
news of man's struggles to build personal and political kingdoms out of those
ruins. Our hearts melt like wax to witness the ravishing force of famine as hun-
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dreds and thousands die of starvation.
And in the midst of our plenty we overeat
and throw away enough to feed all the
hungry. Is there hope for tomorrow? Yes!
We see on our television screens the
anguish and hopelessness of thousands
who lose their homes, businesses, and
property in forest fires, earthquakes, volcanoes, and riots. Each evening on the
news the meteorologists warn us of
potential thunderstorms, tropical depressions, flooding, strong winds, and
twisters.
Then there is the crime and violence,
drive-by shootings, break-ins, rape, murder, fires, bombings, and drug and alcohol abuse. Not to mention the accidents
and injustices. Is there hope? The answer
still i s . . . yes!
If this picture isn't enough, let me add
to the scene. Our public media for many
hours each day provides programs and
promotions of all kinds to teach us how to
be violent, how to murder, how to live
immorally, how to get drunk and destroy,
how to cheat and lie and falsify. How to
beat your neighbor and get away from
the law enforcement officers. If that isn't
enough, our judicial and court systems in
many cases seek to protect the criminals,
not the victims. They twist the laws
designed to protect the right and make
new laws to protect and promote evil so
that right cannot prevail.
Chuck Colson tells us that it costs
about $80,000 to build a prison cell and
about $17,000 a year to keep each prisoner incarcerated. A recent report stated
that in Washington, D.C. over 50 percent
of the young, able-bodied, single men of
one ethnic group is, in one way or another, involved with the law system. It is
also reported that nearly every major city
across the nation is unable to raise state
and federal funds sufficient to meet
prison budget demands. Taxpayers' dollars are paying these bills. At times we're
tempted to wonder whether we will soon
have too few law-abiding citizens to take
care of the lawless.
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School systems are telling us now that
in many areas of our society over 50 percent of their children are coming from
single parent homes, and most of those
homes are in the "dysfunctional" classification. Is there still hope? Yes!
When I began this article, my heart
was heavy. I've wondered why some
mayors, politicians, lawyers, the media,
the rich and powerful are so prone to put
down the church, to justify immorality, to
promote violence and ridicule family values, then almost in the same breath decry
the crime that is rapidly eroding the moral
fabric of our society.
Then I've wondered when God is
going to raise up another prophet like
Amos or Isaiah. But I realize there are
the Colsons and the Dobsons and hundreds of others getting the nation's attention.
I wondered why the church is making
such a small impact on the evils of our
day. When is a new "great awakening"
going to occur? Then I realize that there
are the David Mainses and the Billy Grahams and hundreds of crusades that are
saving our nation from judgment and
destruction. Yes, I'm excited about the
good news of hope for our day.
A careful study of the nine chapters of
the Book of Amos describes almost every
tragedy I've mentioned above, with cultural variations. So what is new? Not
much. However, the answer has not
changed either.
Note these words of hope near the end
of the prophecies:
9:11—"In that day I will restore
I
will repair its broken places, restore its
ruins, and build it as it used to be."
9:13—"The reaper will be overtaken
continued on page 29
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